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Abstract
Necessary conditions are proposed for the admissibility of singular classical solutions
with 3 + 1-dimensional Poincaré invariance to five-dimensional gravity coupled to
scalars. Finite temperature considerations and examples from AdS/CFT support the
conjecture that the scalar potential must remain bounded above for a solution to be
physical. Having imposed some restrictions on naked singularities allows us to comment
on a recent proposal for solving the cosmological constant problem.
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Introduction

In AdS/CFT [1, 2, 3] (see [4] for a review), bulk geometries which are only asymptotically AdS5 near the timelike boundary are dual to relevant deformations of the CFT or
to non-conformal vacua. Far from the timelike boundary, various singularities might
arise. There must be some restrictions on the type of singularity which is allowed: for
instance, we take it as obvious that negative mass Schwarzschild should be excluded on
the grounds of vacuum stability [5]. The goal of this paper is to address the question
of what singularities are allowed in geometries of the form
ds2 = e2A(r) (−dt2 + d~x2 ) + dr 2
ϕ
~=ϕ
~ (r) ,

(1)

where by assumption A(r) ∼ r/L and ϕ
~ (r) ∼ (const) for large r. L is the radius of
curvature of the asymptotically AdS5 region. Geometries of the form (1) arise in the
gauged supergravity description of certain vacuum states on the Coulomb branch of
N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], and are also suspected to be the supergravity duals of most renormalization group flows arising from relevant deformations
of the lagrangian of the CFT [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23].
The classical equations of motion, plus either positivity of the scalar kinetic terms
or the more general “null energy” condition, together imply A′′ (r) ≤ 0 [14, 18]. Since
we assume A(r) ∼ r/L with L > 0 for large r, A(r) must in fact be monotonically
increasing with r. Thus a curvature singularity can arise for the metric (1) if A(r) →
−∞ at some finite r0 .1
The UV-IR relation [27, 28] suggests that curvature singularities that arise as A(r) →
−∞ represent non-trivial infrared physics in the dual field theory. (Recall that A(r) =
1
log |gtt | is roughly the log of the energy scale). This interpretation is natural from
2
the point of view of the holographic renormalization group [22]. Suppose the field
theory vacuum is one which can support finite temperature: by this we mean that
the vacuum can be approached smoothly in a T → 0 limit, with no zero temperature
phase transition. Then a putative dual description in supergravity should also be able
1

Singularities where A(r) → −∞ at finite r0 are the only type that will be encountered in this
paper, but for the sake of completeness let us review three other possibilities. First, it could be that
A(r) is defined for all r, but A′ (r) → ∞ as r → −∞. Supersymmetric examples with this behavior
arise in certain U (1) gauged supergravities. Second, an S 5 shell of D3-branes produces a near-horizon
geometry which is AdS5 × S 5 outside the shell and flat R10 inside the shell [24, 25]. The shell itself
produces a curvature singularity at finite A(r). Similar singularities arise in Horava-Witten theory
compactified on a Calabi-Yau three-fold with M5-branes in the bulk (see for example [26]): in the
five-dimensional description, there is a jump in A′ (r) across each M5-brane. This sort of singularity
also arises in type I′ with D8-branes in the bulk. Finally, there can be a codimension one orientifold
plane at finite A(r) on which the five-dimensional spacetime ends. Again the examples are type I′
and Horava-Witten theory.
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to support finite temperature, in the form of a black hole horizon which “cloaks” the
curvature singularity. As the temperature is lowered to zero, the horizon should retreat
until the original singular geometry is recovered. Thus we arrive at a weak form of
Cosmic Censorship: the only curvature singularities allowed in geometries of the form
(1) are those which can be obtained as limits of regular black holes.
Even this statement is too strong: there are interesting vacua in field theory which
cannot support finite temperature. Examples include states on the Coulomb branch of
N = 4 gauge theory. The dual geometries are typically singular in five dimensions. Any
finite temperature, no matter how small, would draw a Coulomb branch state to the
origin of moduli space, where conformal invariance is recovered in the zero temperature
limit. Correspondingly, finite temperature in the bulk should pull the dual singular
geometries back to AdS-Schwarzschild.
As detectives in search of a useful rule for distinguishing good singularities from
bad, let us then ask the following two questions. (1) Do the singular five-dimensional
geometries corresponding to Coulomb branch states share any common features with
geometries which are limits of regular black holes? (2) Can we find other clear examples which could help us establish the identifying marks of healthy singularities as
opposed to pathological ones? The main goal of this paper is to answer both questions
affirmatively, and in fact to argue that
Large curvatures in geometries of the form (1) are allowed only if
the scalar potential is bounded above in the solution.

(2)

This conjecture is peculiar in that it is the opposite of the naive intuition from classical
relativity. The dominant energy condition, for example, constrains the scalar potential to be non-negative—not just in solutions, but in the lagrangian. (This of course
rules out an AdS5 solution, since the scalar potential is the cosmological constant).
Nevertheless, it will be proven that (2) is indeed a necessary condition for a bulk geometry to support finite temperature in the form of a black hole horizon. It will also
be shown that (2) correctly predicts some non-trivial aspects of the vacuum structure
of mass-deformed N = 4 gauge theory.
It is important to bear in mind that (2) is a constraint on solutions, not on the
five-dimensional lagrangian. In point of fact, the scalar potential for d = 5 N = 8
gauged supergravity (from which all our examples will be drawn) is unbounded both
above and below. There are solutions where scalars diverge near the singularity in
such a way that the scalar potential goes to +∞. These are bad, according to (2).
There are others where the scalar potential goes to −∞. These are good. Thanks to
AdS/CFT, we can not only demonstrate that the good singularities have sensible field
theory duals, but in most cases even trace the sickness of the bad singularities back to
some definite pathology in the dual field theory.
2

A complementary line of attack, which will not be pursued in this work but is
potentially very fruitful, is to resolve singularities in metrics of the form (1) by lifting
them to ten dimensions and finding a configuration of branes that produces the tendimensional geometry (possibly in some near-horizon, large N limit). This is in general
a difficult task, but when it can be carried out, it provides a satisfying account of how
string theory resolves a singularity. A goal of the present paper is to try to anticipate
which five-dimensional singularities will admit a brane resolution. The methods should
be equally applicable to Calabi-Yau compactifications of Horava-Witten theory where
one end-of-the-universe brane has retreated to infinite redshift. This is a case where
our understanding of the microscopic eleven-dimensional theory is so incomplete that
supergravity methods, combined with consistency conditions such as anomaly inflow,
may be the only tools available.
One may legitimately inquire why any method based on five-dimensional supergravity should have predictive power regarding the nature of singular solutions. This is
where AdS/CFT helps: confusing singularities on the AdS side are often transparent
in the field theory dual. In the end, however, the hope is that (2) is a robust result that
will survive beyond the approximations in which we have studied it, and even beyond
AdS/CFT. The nature of a local singularity should be independent of the geometry far
from it, so having an asymptotically AdS5 region may be just a crutch for calculation.
The physics of the naked singularity should be as independent of the asymptotically
AdS5 region as infrared effective theories are of their detailed microscopic origins.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is a more technical introduction in which conventions are set and a method for generating solutions is reviewed.
In section 3 we discuss the motivations for (2), and we explain some related conditions
which are useful when looking at examples. We also discuss the infrared asymptotics
of generic solutions and make some speculations regarding phase transitions. In section 4 we review three examples of asymptotically AdS5 geometries which arise as
deformations of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory by a relevant operator. In section 5 we
consider linearized fluctuations around a general asymptotically AdS5 background and
propose a generalization of the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound. Concluding remarks
and some further conjectures are presented in section 6. In the appendix we remark on
brane-world scenarios in which there is a curvature singularity parallel to our world,
at some finite proper distance from it.

3

2

Background

All the geometries we will consider are classical solutions to the equations of motion
following from an action
S=

Z

1
√ 1
~ )2 − V (~
ϕ) .
d5 x g R − (∂ ϕ
4
2




(3)

Usually it will be assumed that the potential V (~
ϕ) has a local maximum at ϕ
~ = 0. Our
main example of such an action is the gravity-plus-scalars sector of d = 5 N = 8 gauged
supergravity [29, 30]. Here the 42 scalars ϕ
~ parametrize the coset E6(6) /USp(8), and
V (~
ϕ) is a SO(6) × SL(2, R)-invariant function on this coset. The kinetic term would
be more accurately represented as GIJ (~
ϕ)∂ϕI ∂ϕJ , where GIJ (~
ϕ) is the natural sigma
model metric for the coset. In the general discussion that follows, we will suppress
factors of GIJ and its inverse. Restoring them does not make any difference to the
essential points of the story as long as GIJ is a smooth function of ϕ
~ , which is true
for d = 5 N = 8 gauged supergravity. In the examples of section 4 we will work on
submanifolds of E6(6) where the metric is flat, so one may find a basis of scalars where
GIJ = δIJ . We will call such scalars canonically normalized.
The 40 scalars that participate in V (~
ϕ) are tachyonic at the maximally supersymmetric point representing unperturbed N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory. In AdS/CFT
they correspond to dimension 2 operators in the 20′ of SO(6) and dimension 3 operators in the 10 + 10. The remaining scalars are the exactly massless dilaton and axion,
corresponding to the exactly marginal complex operator tr(F 2 + iF F̃ + . . .). These
massless scalars will not participate in the geometries we consider. Our remarks can
be applied more generally to less supersymmetric AdS/CFT duals, the key point being
that the scalars in question are tachyonic at ϕ
~ = 0.
It is often useful to take a potential of the form
1
V (~
ϕ) =
8

∂W
∂ϕ
~

!2

1
ϕ )2 ,
− W (~
3

(4)

where W is some appropriate function of the scalars. In U(1) gaugings of d = 5 N = 2
supergravity, W can be identified with the superpotential. In [16, 18, 8, 20] it was
shown that the potential of d = 5 N = 8 gauged supergravity also assumes the form
(4) on restricted subspaces of the scalar manifold, with W identified as an eigenvalue
of an SO(6) × SL(2, R)-invariant USp(8) matrix Wab , defined on E6(6) /USp(8), which
serves as a generalized superpotential in the sense that the gravitino variation has the
form δψµa = Dµ ǫa − 16 gWab γµ ǫb (see [29, 18] for further details).
In [31, 32, 33], the form (4) was found to be useful, independent of supersymmetry,
for generating solutions of the form (1) and investigating their properties. Indeed, given
4

V (~
ϕ), the equation (4) can be regarded as a PDE for W , to be solved with arbitrary but
specified initial conditions. It was observed in [22] that the W so obtained is related
to Hamilton’s principle function. Of the possible forms for W satisfying (4), only one
(or at most discretely many) can be related to the supersymmetry transformations.
However, if (4) can be solved systematically, then it is possible to generate any solution
of the form (1) (supersymmetric or not) to the equations of motion by solving the first
order equations
1
1 ∂W
A′ = − W (~
ϕ) .
(5)
ϕ
~′ =
2 ∂ϕ
~
3
Except in section 5, primes will indicate derivatives with respect to r. It can happen
that W is not a single-valued function of ϕ
~ , but rather a multi-sheeted graph in the
allowed region of W –~
ϕ space where V (~
ϕ) + 31 W (~
ϕ)2 ≥ 0. In such a case, (5) must
be supplemented with selection rules for going from one branch to another when the
boundary of the allowed region is reached (see [33] for a more detailed discussion).
This subtlety will not be a concern in this paper.
The prima facia evidence that the solution space of (4) together with (5) coincides
with the solution space of the equations of motion following from (3) is that the number of integration constants is the same. In view of the realization [22] that (5) can
be recovered in Hamilton-Jacobi theory, there can be no question that (4) together
with (5) are nothing more nor less than a fancy rewriting of the equations of motion.
Nevertheless, it will be instructive to follow through the counting of integration constants. Suppose there are n scalars. The equations of motion consist of n second order
differential equations, one for each scalar, plus one first order constraint from the Gr r
Einstein equation. That means 2n + 1 integration constants. In the first order formalism, n of these integrations constants are tucked into W as constants of the motion;
n more come from the first order equations for the scalars; and the last comes from
the equation for A′ in (5), which is equivalent to the Gr r Einstein equation if the first
order equations for the scalars hold.
There are various reasons to think that the space of solutions of the form (1) to the
equations of motion following from (3) is too big—that not all solutions are physical.
First, from a field theory perspective, it is possible that the vacuum is ill-defined. This
would happen, for instance, if the effective potential in the field theory were unbounded
below. It was suggested in [15] that exactly this problem was responsible for the
unphysical nature of the SO(5) critical point. To flow to the SO(5) point, it is necessary
to deform the N = 4 lagrangian by a term m2 tr(−X12 − X22 − X32 − X42 − X52 + 5X62 ).
This means the effective potential Veff in the field theory is unbounded below. This
pathology manifests itself in five-dimensional gauged supergravity as a violation of the
Breitenlohner-Freedman bound [34, 35] at the SO(5) critical point. Another pathology
which one could imagine in field theory is attempting to assign a negative vacuum
5

expectation value (VEV) to a positive definite operator. In section 4 we will encounter
examples where this problem arises.
Generic solutions of the form (1) to the equations of motion following from (3)
have curvature singularities at finite r. A very few, such as AdS5 itself and the RG
flows of [14, 15, 18], have curvatures everywhere bounded. We believe we are on safe
ground when we assert that not all naked singularities are physical, even if we demand
3 + 1-dimensional Poincaré invariance and/or some unbroken supersymmetry. Indeed,
some of the Coulomb branch flows explored in [8, 36, 10] have an unphysical property
when they were lifted to ten dimensions: the brane distributions involve branes both
of positive tension and positive charge, and of negative tension and negative charge.
A similar problem was beautifully resolved in [37], but for Coulomb branch states it is
obscure what enhancement of symmetry could play a relevant role. In section 4 we will
encounter other pathologies in geometries which violate (2). In short, it seems hard
to make a convincing case that all the nakedly singular, Poinaré-invariant geometries
that we can generate as solutions to the equations of motion are physical.
We would however take the position that there are physically allowable naked singularities in AdS/CFT, representing interesting infrared physics in the dual field theory—
only supergravity has limited calculation power in their vicinity. The repulson/enhançon of [37] is one example; the dual to N = 1 super-Yang-Mills theory [20] is another,
which we will have more to say about later. In general, it is a non-trivial exercise to
lift five-dimensional solutions to ten dimensions and find a brane configuration which
realizes the geometry in some appropriate limit. And it is painful to proceed exampleby-example, looking for known pathologies, like negative VEV’s for positive definite
operators, or imaginary ten-dimensional metrics. Thus it is useful to have a criterion
such as (2), which is easy to apply and seems fairly reliable.

3

Motivating the criterion

In this section we will provide two motivations for (2). The first is that it is a necessary
condition for the existence of near-extremal generalizations of a solution to (5). We will
prove this assertion in section 3.1. By near-extremal generalizations we mean a family
of black hole solutions, with horizons hiding the naked singularity, which converge to
the Poincaré invariant solution in an appropriate topology. The Hawking temperature
of the horizon is identified with finite temperature in the dual field theory.
Finite temperature in field theory serves as an infrared cutoff in the sense that it
masks physics at scales lower than the temperature. A naked singularity that can be
hidden behind a black hole horizon is a signal of non-trivial but sensible infrared physics
in the dual field theory. A naked singularity that cannot be so hidden may indicate
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a pathology—the absence of a well-defined dual field theory, or a field theory in an
unphysical vacuum state. If we approach a “good” naked singularity by taking a limit
of regular black holes, the dual picture is that the infrared cutoff (finite temperature)
is being removed. The calculational power of AdS/CFT may be limited in such a
circumstance because of the large curvatures near the singularity.
The second motivation for (2) is an examination of states on the Coulomb branch
of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory. Finite temperature draws Coulomb branch states
to the origin of moduli space, where all operators have vanishing vacuum expectation
values. Thus if one can demonstrate (2) for Coulomb branch states, it is a check of
the conjecture which is orthogonal to finite temperature considerations. In fact there
is a class of Coulomb branch vacua which can be described in d = 5 N = 8 gauged
supergravity, and most of them have naked singularities. These naked singularities
can be regarded as artifacts of the Kaluza-Klein reduction from ten to five dimensions
provided the ten-dimensional geometry avoids the aforementioned pathology of D3branes with negative tension and negative charge. As we will show in section 3.2, the
pathological cases for Coulomb branch flows are precisely those where (2) is violated.

3.1

Finite Temperature

The finite temperature generalization of the ansatz (1) is
ds2 = e2A(r) (−h(r) dt2 + d~x2 ) +

dr 2
h(r)

(6)

ϕ
~=ϕ
~ (r) .
Plugging (6) into the equations of motion following from (3), we obtain the following:
ϕ
~ = h(~
ϕ′′ + 4A′ ϕ
~ ′ ) + h′ ϕ
~′ =

∂V
∂ϕ
~

1
Gt t − Gx x = − (h′′ + 4A′ h′ ) = 0
2
t
r
G t − G r = 3hA′′ = −2h~
ϕ′2

(7)

and the “zero energy” constraint
3
Gr r = A′ (h′ + 4A′ h) = h~
ϕ′2 − 2V (~
ϕ) .
2

(8)

Differentiating (8) with respect to r yields an equation which follows algebraically from
(7), as r-reparametrization invariance demands.
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We can solve for A(r) and h(r) in terms of ϕ
~ ′ using only quadratures:
A(r) =

r
−
L

h(r) = 1 −

Z

Z

r

∞

r
∞

dr1

Z

∞

r1

2 ′
~ (r2 )2
dr2 ϕ
3

4B −4A(r1 )
dr1
e
.
L

(9)

In (9) we have specified some boundary conditions at r → ∞. Choosing limr→∞ h(r) =
1 near the boundary removes
the freedom to rescale
 r multiplicatively. The zero energy

1
′
2
ϕ(r)) = 0, so if one defines L through the
constraint fixes limr→∞ h(r)A (r) + 3 V (~
2
equation limr→∞ V (~
ϕ(r)) = −3/L , the normalization of the linear term in A(r) in
(9) is fixed. We are free to add a constant to A(r), or to shift r itself by a constant.
One of these freedoms can be absorbed by making a uniform dilation on t and ~x; the
other amounts to a conformal transformation which scales all dimensionful quantities
uniformly according to their dimensions. The only free integration constant in (9)
with physical meaning is B, which is essentially a non-extremality parameter. If B is
negative, h(r) would never be zero, and we would get solutions which are variants of
negative mass AdS-Schwarzschild. These we regard as manifestly unphysical.
Suppose now that B > 0. The function h(r) can have at most one zero, because
it is monotonic. If a zero exists, it indicates the presence of a black hole horizon. Its
location, r = rH , must satisfy rH ≥ L4 log B, with equality if and only if no scalars
are excited (that is, for AdS-Schwarzschild only). The Hawking temperature and
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (per unit volume in the ~x-directions) are
T =

eA(rH ) h′ (rH )
B −3A(rH )
=
e
4π
πL

S
= πe3A(rH ) .
V

(10)

In a Euclidean version of (6), with Euclidean time τ = it, the good coordinates at
r = rH are
s
′
r − rH
A(rH ) h (rH )
y=2
θ=e
τ.
(11)
h′ (rH )
2
In terms of these variables, the τ –r part of the metric near r = rH is just dy 2 + y 2 dθ2 .
Taking the h → 0 limit of the scalar equation of motion, one arrives at the following
horizon boundary conditions r = rH :
h′ ϕ
~′ =

∂V
.
∂ϕ
~

(12)

The other equations of motion do not lead to any further boundary conditions in
the sense of specifying a well-defined boundary value problem. The condition (12) is
8

actually more informative than the obvious requirement that ϕ
~ has to be smooth in
ϕ
∂V
=
.
the good variables (11). In those variables, (12) becomes y2 d~
dy
∂ϕ
~
Existence of solutions of the form (6) with regular black hole horizons does not contradict no-hair theorems. The reason is that the scalars ϕ
~ are by assumption tachyons
in the asymptotically AdS5 region. For a particular scalar (call it ϕ) the linearized
wave equation near the boundary of AdS5 has two solutions (call them ϕ(1) and ϕ(2) ).
Both of them decay as one approaches the boundary. The black hole horizon boundary
conditions, (12), lead to n constraints if there are n scalars. But there are 2n integration constants for the scalars, leaving us with the expectation of an n parameter family
of solutions.
In this section we will obtain necessary conditions for the existence of black hole solutions of the form (6). In particular, given a Poincaré invariant solution which violates
(2), we will show that there does not exist a family of black hole solutions which can be
made to approximate the Poincaré invariant solution arbitrarily closely. This amounts
to the statement that the Poincaé invariant solution does not have near-extremal generalizations. In fact, more stringent conditions than (2) are probably necessary in order
for a singular geometry to have near-extremal generalizations. Conjectures regarding
what form those conditions might take will be presented in sections 3.3 and 6.
Suppose one starts with a Poincaré invariant, singular solution to (5), which can be
proven not to have near-extremal generalizations in five-dimensional classical supergravity. We wish to conclude that the dual field theory cannot support finite temperature. This is a tricky claim to make, because the curvature singularity interferes with
our ability to compute reliably in classical supergravity. Two points in favor of it are
as follows. 1) Assuming there is a “microscopic” description of finite temperature at
a singularity which applies beyond the applicability of supergravity, there should be
a smooth match from the microscopic description to the black hole horizon description at some crossover point [38]. 2) Numerical studies of two examples for which the
field theory dual is reasonably well-understood indeed exhibit a smooth limit in which
black hole solutions converge to a Poincaré invariant solution. We will briefly report
on the numerical work in section 6, where there is also a further discussion of the potential pitfalls of identifying solutions that can support finite temperature with those
which admit near-extremal generalizations. For now we will content ourselves with an
analysis of what the existence of a static black hole horizon implies.
Let us start with a regular black hole solution of the form (6). For the moment let
us not assume that the solution is asymptotically AdS5 . Evaluating the zero-energy
ϕ). This implies
constraint (8) at the horizon (h = 0), we see that A′ h′ = − 34 V (~
V (~
ϕ(rH )) < 0. The reason is that both A′ and h′ are everywhere positive. In the case
of A′ , this follows from the property A′′ ≤ 0 (obvious from the third line of (7)), and
the assumption that A′ (r) is positive somewhere outside the horizon. In the case of
9

h′ , it follows once one has ruled out the solutions akin to negative mass Schwarzschild:
e4A h′ is a constant, and to avoid negative mass it has to be a positive constant. This
derivation scarcely relies on the matter lagrangian: A′′ ≤ 0 is in fact implied by the
null energy condition, just as in the extremal solution [18]. The conclusion, then, from
the zero energy constraint, is that the bulk cosmological constant cannot be positive
at the black hole horizon. The only way to saturate this bound is to take A′ and h′′
identically 0. This gives a rather trivial solution to the vacuum Einstein equations with
zero cosmological constant.
It is in fact possible to improve on the bound V (~
ϕ(rH )) < 0 if one is willing to
use properties of the matter lagrangian and the assumption that the spacetime is
asymptotically AdS5 . Note that
1
∂V ′ 1 ′ ′2
d
V (~
ϕ(r)) − h(r)~
ϕ′(r)2 =
ϕ
~ − hϕ
~ − h~
ϕ′ ϕ
~ ′′
dr
2
∂ϕ
~
2
1
= (h′ + 8A′ h)~
ϕ′2 ≥ 0
if h ≥ 0,
2




(13)

where to obtain the second equality we have used the scalar equation of motion. At
the black hole horizon, h = 0 and ϕ
~ ′ is finite. At the boundary of AdS5 , h → 1 and
ϕ
~ ′ → 0. So h~
ϕ′2 = 0 both at the black hole boundary and at the horizon of AdS5 .
Integrating (13), we find
V (~
ϕ(rH )) ≤ VU V ,
(14)
where VU V is the value of V (~
ϕ) at the ultraviolet fixed point—usually at ϕ
~ = 0. The
inequality is saturated only for AdS-Schwarzschild. A crucial ingredient in obtaining
these inequalities is that the scalar kinetic term is positive definite. This is implied by
the null energy condition. The same positivity properties were the basis of the proofs
of the c-theorem in [14, 18].
In view of (9), we can specify a solution to (7) completely through the pair (~
ϕ(r), B).
Suppose we have a sequence of regular black hole solutions, specified as pairs (~
ϕn (r), Bn ),
with horizon radii rn , which converges uniformly to a Poincaré invariant solution ϕ
~ 0 (r)
to (5). More precisely, the convergence criteria are Bn → 0 and supr≥rn |~
ϕn (r) −
ϕ
~ 0 (r)| → 0 as n → ∞. Since Bn → 0, the horizon radii rn will retreat as n → ∞
to locations with more and more negative A(r)—either to the naked singularity of the
Poincaré invariant solution, or to r = −∞ if there is no naked singularity.2 With
minimal assumptions of smoothness on ϕ
~ 0 (r) and V (~
ϕ), we can deduce from (14) that

2

V (~
ϕ0 (r)) ≤ VU V

in the infrared.

(15)

A naked singularity has A(r) → −∞ at finite r. If A(r) → −∞ only as r → −∞, curvatures
could still grow arbitrarily large. Either way, the geometry “ends” when A → −∞, modulo issues of
analytic continuation, which can be largely disregarded if we think of Wick rotating with respect to
Poincaré time rather than some modification of global AdS5 time.
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This is now a constraint on the extremal solution.
By “in the infrared,” we mean that the inequality should hold for all values of r such
that A(r) is sufficiently negative, or at least asymptotically as A → −∞. As before,
VU V is the limit of V (~
ϕ(r)) as we approach the boundary of AdS5 . The condition
(15) implies (2), given that V is a continuous function of ϕ
~ . It is almost true that
(2) implies (15): the simplest way in which one could imagine (2) holding and (15)
failing is for ϕ
~ to approach some constant value in the infrared, corresponding to an
infrared fixed point in the dual field theory, such that VIR > VU V —but precisely this
possibility is ruled out by the c-theorem of [14, 18]. We will encounter several examples
which violate both (2) and (15) by having V (~
ϕ(r)) → +∞ in the infrared. All of these
examples involve naked singularities, and these particular naked singularities seem very
unphysical.
Before turning to Coulomb branch flows, a remark on different topologies on the
space of field configurations is perhaps in order. Because A(r) and h(r) can be expressed
in terms of ϕ
~ (r) and B through quadratures, it seems natural to define a norm in terms
˜~ , B̃), a natural Sobolev norm
of ϕ
~ and B alone. Given two configurations, (~
ϕ, B) and (ϕ
˜
on the difference ϕ
~ −ϕ
~ is
w
w
w
˜~ w
w
wϕ
~−ϕ

Hsp

=

s w
X
w (k)
wϕ
w~

k=0

w

˜~ (k) w
w
−ϕ
w

Lp

=

s Z
X

k=0

∞

rH

4Ã(r)

dr e


 (k)
ϕ
~

p 1/p

˜~ (k) 

−ϕ


(16)

for integer s. Here ϕ
~ (k) indicates the k-th derivative with respect to r, and we have
assumed that the horizon radius rH for the configuration (~
ϕ, B) (defined as the loca˜~ , B̃). We have chosen
tion where h = 0) is larger than the horizon radius r̃H for (ϕ
4Ã(r)
the measure dr e
because it descends naturally from the five-dimensional volume
5 √
element d x g. Other measures could be considered if they seem more convenient.
For C ∞ functions, the Hs∞ norm is particularly simple:
w
w
w
˜~ w
wϕ
~ −ϕ
w

Hsp

=

s
X





 (k)
˜~ (k) (r)
.
~ (r) − ϕ
sup 
ϕ


k=0 r≥rH

(17)

Thus the topology of uniform convergence, which we used to derive (15), follows from
the H0∞ norm, more commonly known as the L∞ norm. Hs∞ norms are very permissive
near the boundary of AdS5 : any relevant deformation of the lagrangian has finite norm.
The Hs2 norms rule out such deformations for N = 4 gauge theory, but also they rule
out VEV’s for dimension 2 operators. It is easy to construct norms which rule out
the re−2r/L behavior of a dimension 2 deformation but permit the e−2r/L behavior of a
dimension 2 VEV. An example is
w
w
w
˜~ w
w
wϕ
~ −ϕ

f

=

Z

2

∞

w

w

w
˜~ w
w
~ −ϕ
dp f (p) wϕ

11

Hsp

(18)

where f (p) is a function which is 1 near p = 2 and whose integral over (2, ∞) is finite.
It would be interesting to see if the topology induced by such a norm could be used in
place of the topology of uniform convergence for deriving (15) as a necessary condition.

3.2

The Coulomb branch of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills

Although it is nice that one can start with an arbitrary black hole solution and prove
definite statements like (14) that support the view that the scalar potential must remain
bounded above near a curvature singularity, one may still retain some doubt about the
validity of (2). In particular, might it not be that singularities which violate (2) simply
correspond to vacua in the dual field theory which cannot support finite temperature?
In this section, we will argue against this possibility by considering explicit examples
of such vacua where the dual geometries are well understood, singular, and in line with
(2).
Next to the maximally supersymmetric AdS5 geometry, the best-understood solutions to d = 5 N = 8 gauged supergravity with 3 + 1-dimensional Poincaré invariance
are those which involve only the metric and the scalars in the coset SL(6, R)/SO(6)
[6, 8, 9, 36, 10, 21]. The CFT duals (when they are well-defined) are states on the
Coulomb branch of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills which can be parametrized by the VEV’s
of operators tr X(I XJ) . These operators, transforming in the 20′ of SO(6), are precisely
the ones dual to the 20 scalars parametrizing SL(6, R)/SO(6).
There are VEV’s for higher dimension operators as well as for those in the 20′ ,
and one can calculate them systematically from the ten-dimensional geometry. The
magic of consistent truncation is that the profiles of only finitely many scalars capture
infinitely many VEV’s. Roughly speaking, these higher dimension VEV’s are sourced
by arbitrary powers of the scalars in the 20′ . The corresponding statement in consistent
truncation is that the ten-dimensional fields are determined non-linearly in terms of
the five-dimensional fields.
The ten-dimensional geometry is the near-horizon limit of the background of a continuous distribution of D3-branes:
6
 √ X
1 
dyI2
−dt2 + d~x2 + H
ds2 = √
H
I=1
Z
4
~ L
H = d6 ξ σ(ξ)
,
~4
|~y − ξ|

(19)

where the distribution σ integrates to 1. All the solutions whose Kaluza-Klein reductions involve only the five-dimensional metric and the scalars in SL(6, R)/SO(6)
arise from distributions which are limits of either of the following the following two
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distributions [10]:
~ =
σ6 (ξ)

6
X
ξI2
1
′
1
−
δ
2
π 3 ℓ1 · · · ℓ6
I=1 ℓI

!

5
X
ξI2
1
~
σ5 (ξ) = 3
− 1−
2
2π ℓ1 · · · ℓ5
I=1 ℓI

"

5
X

ξI2
+2 1−
2
I=1 ℓI

!−1/2

!−3/2

5
X

ξI2
Θ 1−
2
I=1 ℓI

5
X

ξI2
δ 1−
2
I=1 ℓI

!#

!

(20)

δ(ξ6 ) .

~ is the limit of σ6 (ξ)
~ as ℓ6 → 0. There is a sort of shell theorem
The distribution σ5 (ξ)
2
to the effect that shifting all the ℓI by a constant makes no difference to the geometry
away from the branes (see [6, 24, 25] for evidence of this theorem, and [10] for a crisp
statement). Both σ5 and σ6 fail to be everywhere positive. This is the signal that there
are “ghost” D3-branes of negative tension and negative charge, as well as normal D3branes with positive tension and positive charge. In the absence of an understanding of
the geometries involving “ghosts” along the lines of [37], we are inclined to regard them
as unphysical. If we send ℓ5 → 0 in σ5 , the resulting distribution is a delta function
shell in the shape of an ellipsoid:
4
X
ξI2
1
~ =
δ(ξ5 )δ(ξ6 ) .
δ
1
−
σ4 (ξ)
2
π 2 ℓ1 · · · ℓ4
I=1 ℓI

!

(21)

This is a positive definite distribution, and so are its limits with one or more of the
remaining ℓI taken to zero.
~ vacuum expectation values of gauge singlet operators can
Given a distribution σ(ξ),
be computed by the rule
htr X(I1 · · · XIℓ ) i =

Z

~ I · · · ξI .
d6 ξ σ(ξ)ξ
1
ℓ

(22)

Conversely, a distribution of the form (20) (or any limit thereof) can be reconstructed
from the VEV’s of the SO(6) irrep operators tr X(I1 · · · XIℓ ) , up to an ambiguity which
amounts to shifting all the ℓ2I by a constant. Thus the requirement that the distribution can be made positive definite (by appropriate choice of this constant shift) must
translate into a series of inequalities among the VEV’s for tr X(I1 · · · XIℓ ) which follow
from the hermiticity of the individual XI . The point of all this is that the “ghost”
D3-branes are in this case really unphysical: no local resolution of the geometry which
left the far field form unchanged would change the problematic VEV’s.
Let us first take n of the ℓI equal in (20), and set the other 6 − n to zero. These
cases were studied in detail in [8]. The SO(6) global symmetry is broken to SO(n) ×
SO(6−n). The five-dimensional geometry involves only one scalar. More precisely, the
13

trajectory on the scalar manifold is a geodesic with respect to the sigma-model metric,
and we can parametrize
it with a canonically normalized
scalar, µ. The operator
i
h
P
P
2
2
dual to µ is O2 = tr (6 − n) I≤n XI − n I>n XI . Near the boundary of AdS5 , we
have µ ∼ e−2r/L , corresponding to a positive VEV for O2 . Far from the boundary, µ
increases without
For
finds W (µ) ∼ −eζµ . The constant ζ has
q bound.
q
q large µ, one √
√
values 2/ 15, 2/3, 4/3, 8/3, and 10/ 15 for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively
(see (15) of [8]). The geometric origin of these numbers will become clear shortly.
For n ≤ 4 one finds V (µ) → −∞ as µ → ∞, whereas for n = 5 one finds V (µ) →
+∞. Thus (2) rules out the pathological n = 5 case but accepts the physical n = 4
cases. This success, which seems to have nothing to do with finite temperature, is our
second motivation for proposing (2) as a good criterion for distinguishing physical from
unphysical geometries.
It is fairly straightforward [36, 10] to work out the cases with unequal ℓI . Five
scalars are involved in general, corresponding to the five independent eigenvalues of
the matrix M = SS T , where S ∈ SL(6, R)/SO(6). In an appropriate basis, M =
P
diag{e2β1 , e2β2 , . . . , e2β6 }, and k βk = 0. Following [8], we introduce scalars ϕ1 through
ϕ5 via the relation
√
√
√ 
√



1/ √2
1/ √2
0
1/√6  
1/√2
β1
 1/ 2
ϕ1


1/√6 


√ −1/√2 −1/√ 2 0
 β2 

ϕ 


 −1/ 2 −1/ 2
 2
1/ √2
0
1/√6 
 β3 
√
√


=

(23)
ϕ .


β 
1/ 2 −1/ 2 0
1/
6 
 −1/ 2
 3
q
 4




ϕ4



0
0
0
1 − 2/3 
 β5 

 ϕ
q
5
β6
0
0
0
−1 − 2/3
The sigma model metric on the five-dimensional space parametrized by the ϕI is δIJ .
The potential, V = − 8L1 2 [(tr M)2 − 2 tr M 2 ], and the superpotential, W = − 41 tr M,
can be written explicitly as sums of exponentials:
V (~
ϕ) =

X

vα eη~α ·~ϕ

α

W (~
ϕ) =

X

~

wα eζα ·~ϕ .

(24)

α

All the constants wα are negative, but the same is not true of the vα . The six vectors
ζ~α are of equal length, and they sum to zero. The level sets of W (~
ϕ) for large |~
ϕ| are
5
asymptotic to concentric “hexahedra” in R . A hexahedron is the six-sided polyhedron

which is the five-dimensional generalization of the tetrahedron. It has n6 (n − 1)dimensional “faces,” where a zero-dimensional “face” is a vertex, a one-dimensional
“face” is an edge, and so on up to n = 6. The four-dimensional faces of the hexahedra
are normal to the ζ~α . The geodesic gradient flow trajectories which preserve SO(n) ×
14

SO(6 − n) symmetry are straight lines in R5 which pass through the center of an n − 1dimensional face of each hexahedron; alternatively we may describe them as the rays
emanating from the origin of R5 parallel to a sum of 6 − n of the vectors ζ~α . Other
gradient trajectories of W (~
ϕ), which lift to ten-dimensional geometries with unequal
ℓI , must run asymptotically parallel to one of the geodesics we have described. Those
which run asymptotically parallel to some ζ~α correspond to cases with five non-zero
ℓI , and these are the ones we wish to rule out on account of the pathology of “ghost”
D3-branes. This is exactly what the condition (2) does. The region V (~
ϕ) < −3/L2
includes all the faces of the hexahedra of dimension less than four, but it excludes more
and more of the four-dimensional faces as |~
ϕ| increases, so that asymptotically none of
the trajectories perpendicular to these faces are allowed.
All this may be easier to visualize by extension from figure 1, which shows a twodimensional analog with three-fold symmetry to the five-dimensional example (24) with
six-fold symmetry.

3.3

Asymptotics and phase transitions

In all of the examples in section 4, we will find V (~
ϕ) and W (~
ϕ) with the same form
as (24), but in some cases some of the wα will be positive. A gradient flow trajectory
of W which does not end at a saddle point will have an asymptotic direction, which
we may specify by a unit vector ~n. Let us parametrize the trajectory by a canonically
normalized scalar µ. From (5) one can extract a necessary condition on ~n, namely
−

X
α

~
wα ζ~α eζα ·µ~n ~n

asymptotically as µ → ∞,

(25)

where ~u || ~v means that ~u is parallel to ~v: one is a positive multiple of the other. There
is a straightforward geometrical construction to identify the solutions to (25). For each
T
vector ζ~α , define Hα = {~
ϕ:ϕ
~ · ζ~α < 1}. The intersection H = α Hα is convex. It is
a compact polyhedron in all examples we will encounter. Mathematically, it is similar
in construction to a Brillouin zone, only the vectors ζ~α do not form a lattice. Now
define a function σ : ∂H → {−1, 0, +1} as follows. Given a point P on the boundary
∂H of H, consider all those Hα for which P is also on the boundary of Hα . If all the
associated wα are negative, let σ(P ) = −1; if all are positive, let σ(P ) = +1; and if
some are positive and some are negative, let σ(P ) = 0. Define an apothem of H as a
vector with its tail at the origin and its head on ∂H, such that the vector is orthogonal
to the lowest-dimensional face of H which it touches. We are again thinking of faces
in the generalized sense: they can be vertices, edges, two-dimensional faces, etc. The
apothems of H include the vectors ζ~α /|ζ~α |2 , and also certain linear combinations of
these vectors. If ~κ is an apothem of H such that σ = −1 at the head of the apothem,
then there is a solution ~n to (25) which is parallel to ~κ. And any solution ~n to (25)
15
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Figure 1: (a) Contour plot of V and (b) contour plot of W , for W (~
ϕ) = − 14 e
√

1 − 3ϕ1 +ϕ2
e
4

1 −2ϕ2
e
4

1
8



∂W
∂ϕ
~

2

1
W (~
ϕ)2 .
3

3ϕ1 +ϕ2

−

−
and V (~
ϕ) =
W was chosen arbitrarily, but
−
V and W exhibit the same features in two dimensions that obtain in five for the V (~
ϕ)
and W (~
ϕ) that describe Coulomb branch states for N = 4 super-Yang-Mills. Regions
of higher elevation are lighter in shade. If the region of the plots were much larger, one
would see that V (~
ϕ) → +∞ as |~
ϕ| → ∞, unless one proceeds in one of three special
◦
directions separated by 120 : north, east-southeast or west-southwest. The center of
both plots is the local maximum representing the maximally supersymmetric AdS5
vacuum. The three saddle points of V (~
ϕ) are analogs of the unstable SO(5) critical
points. The thick lines in (b) represent the set P, to be defined in (28). This figure,
as well as figures 4, 5, and 6, may be easiest to read in color.
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must be parallel to an apothem of H for which σ = −1 or 0. Along a gradient flow
trajectory which is asymptotically parallel to an apothem ~κ, we will have W ∼ −eζµ
for large µ, where ζ = 1/|~κ|. Since
1
V ≈
8
we learn that V → −∞ if ζ <

q

!2

1
− W2 ,
3

8/3, and V → +∞ if ζ >

(2) rules out directions in which |~κ| <
q

∂W
∂µ

q

(26)
q

8/3. Thus the condition

3/8. In the cases where σ = 0 at the head of

~κ or where |~κ| = 3/8, the behaviors of W and V have to be checked explicitly.
If we imagine W (~
ϕ) as a mountain, and ourselves as skiers, the vectors ~κ indicate the
possible asymptotic directions that we could take ifqwe started at ϕ
~ = 0 and followed
the fall line all the way down. Vectors with |~κ| < 3/8 indicate directions which are
“too steep” for safe skiing and violate (2) as a result. When all the wα are negative, the
level curves of W (~
ϕ) for large |~
ϕ| approximate concentric dilated copies of ∂H. When
some of the wα are positive and some are negative, the level sets are more complicated,
but for large negative or large positive values of W they include the faces of dilations
of ∂H with σ = −1 or σ = +1, respectively.
Just as we constructed the convex polyhedron H and the sign map σ starting with
W in the form of a sum of exponentials, we can construct a convex polyhedron K and
a sign map ρ starting with V . Let L be the union of rays which start at the origin
and pass through a point on ∂K where ρ = 0. The codimension of L is at least one.
The zero contour of V must be asymptotic to L for large |~
ϕ|. It is not guaranteed that
every ray in L is asymptotically close to the zero contour of V , but this is guaranteed
for a ray in L associated with a point P on ∂K such ρ takes both positive and negative
values close to P . The set L divides the space of scalars into wedges which do or do
not violate (2) according as ρ = +1 or ρ = −1 for the face(s) of K lying in that wedge.
Gradient flow trajectories which run on or asymptotic to L must be checked explicitly.
It is transparent from the foregoing discussion that trajectories which pass (2) for
potentials of the form (24) will also satisfy
∂W
∂ϕ
~

∂V
∂ϕ
~

asymptotically as A(r) → −∞ .

(27)

This condition can also be motivated (although not rigorously) by finite temperature
considerations. In the far region of a near-extremal geometry, where h ≈ 1, the equations (7) are approximately solved by a solution to the first order equations, (5). In the
near-horizon region, (12) should apply to a good approximation. It is natural to think
that the far and near regions can be matched onto each other provided ϕ
~ ′ is pointing
roughly in the same direction in both regions. Modulo some (fairly strong) technical
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assumptions, it is possible to show that (27) is a necessary condition for the existence
of a sequence of non-extremal solutions which converge to an extremal solution in the
H1∞ norm. However, the H1∞ norm is a very strong topology in the infrared, and it
may be that near-extremal solutions do not in general converge to an extremal limit
in this norm.
In exploring examples, it is often convenient to look first at a more restricted category
of trajectories than (2) allows. Let us define
(

∂W
P= ϕ
~ :±
∂ϕ
~

∂V
∂ϕ
~

)

.

(28)

Given W and V in closed form, it is particularly straightforward to find P because
it is the solution set to the equations ǫi1 ···in (∂W/∂ϕi1 )(∂V /∂ϕi2 ) = 0. Generically, P
consists of several intersecting curves. Some of them are asymptotic to gradient flow
trajectories of W in the limit where A → −∞. They can sometimes be excellent approximations to particular gradient flow trajectories even at finite A. In the Coulomb
branch example of section 3.2, P consists of lines through the origin passing perpendicularly through every face (of every dimension) of the hexahedron. It is thus precisely
the union of all the gradient flow trajectories preserving some SO(n) × SO(6 − n)
symmetry. Every trajectory runs asymptotically parallel to some line in P in this case.
P will not have quite such nice properties in the examples of section 4, but it remains
true (as will be seen case by case) that every trajectory which passes the criterion (2)
is also asymptotically parallel to some curve in P. It would be nice to know if there is
any deep reason for this.
It is straightforward to categorize the possible behaviors in the infrared, provided the
scalars’ evolution has an asymptotic direction. As explained above, this assumption
is the generic expectation given a potential V (~
ϕ) of the form (4). Let us therefore
ζµ
consider in more detail the choice W (µ) = −e . The variable µ is understood as the
canonically normalized scalar along the asymptotic direction of the flow. Our only
aim is to obtain the correct scaling behavior, so we drop overall factors, including
dimensionful ones like the asymptotic radius of curvature of AdS5 . From (5) one easily
obtains
4
ds2 = (r − r0 ) 3ζ2 (−dt2 + d~x2 ) + dr 2
(29)
ζ2
e−ζµ(r) = (r − r0 ) ,
2
where r0 is an integration constant which we readily identify as the location of the
singularity. Curvature invariants involving n derivatives diverge like (r − r0 )−2n as
r → r0 . The causal structure of the geometry (29) depends on the value of ζ, and
is more transparent if one introduces a new variable z such that dr = −eA dz. Let
us assume that the geometry (29) merges into asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetime
18
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q

Figure 2: (a) The Penrose diagram for ζ > 2/3 is a strip. Curvatures diverge as
one approaches the
q right edge. This is a naked timelike singularity. (b) The Penrose
diagram for ζ ≤ 2/3 is a wedge. Curvatures diverge as one approaches either of the
null edges. This is a null singularity.
at large r. Then it is straightforward to show that if ζ >
q

q

2/3 the Penrose diagram

is a strip, as in figure 2(a), while if ζ ≤ 2/3 the Penrose diagram is a wedge, as
in figure 2(b). Clearly the singularity gets worse as ζ gets larger: a naked timelike
singularity, as in figure 2(a), is more problematic than a null singularity of the type in
figure 2(b), which is similar to the singular horizon of the D2-brane.
When ζ >

q

8/3, V → +∞ as r → r0 , and the conjecture (2) is that the singularity is
q

unphysical. Certainly it fails to admit near-extremal generalizations. When ζ < 8/3,
√
V → −∞, and (2) is satisfied. In this case, |V (µ)| grows slower than e 32/3µ . Of the
solutions W (µ) to
!2

1 2
ζ 2 1 2ζµ
e ,
(30)
−
− W =V =
3
8
3
√
only W (µ) = ±eζµ grows more slowly than e 8/3µ √
as µ → ∞. All the other solutions
are asymptotically of the form W (µ) ∼ (const)e 8/3µ . It is possible to integrate
(30) analytically, but the result is an complicated implicit equation relating W
√ and
µ. However the asymptotics is obvious provided |V (µ)| grows slower than e 32/3µ .
This implies that the generic Poincaré-invariant solution
q to the equations of motion
ϕ)| grows
following from the action (3) is of the form (29) with ζ = 8/3—provided |V (~
√
32/3|~
ϕ|
. This result has been obtained previously by a direct analysis of
slower than e
the equations of motion [20].
We have already demonstrated in two different ways that (2) is a necessary condition
for the existence of near-extremal solutions, once by using the zero energy constraint
plus the null energy condition, and once by using the scalar equation of motion. It will
1
8

∂W
∂µ

!
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be instructive to present one more proof—inferior to the previous two because it is less
rigorous and less general, but suggestive of interesting physics at finite temperature.
Start with a Poincaré
invariant solution generated using a W which is asymptotic to
q
ζµ
−e with ζ > 8/3. To obtain near-extremal generalizations, one would solve (7) and
(8) with a small value of B in (9). Let us proceed on the assumption that for small
B, the solution for A(r) and ϕ
~ (r) changes only slightly. Setting L = 1 and neglecting
factors of order unity, the expression for h(r) is
h(r) = 1 − B
≈1−B

Z

Zr

r

dr1 e−4A(r1 )
dr1 (r1 − r0 )

−

8
3ζ 2

(31)
.

The integral in the second line remains finite as r → r0 , so it is indeed true that small B
uniformly suppresses the effects of h in the equations of motion. Thus the approximation used in the second line of (31) is reliable for sufficiently small B. The conclusion
is that h(r) has no zero for small B: there is no horizon! This indeed indicates that
there are no near-extremal generalizations. For sufficiently large B, and assuming the
criterion (14) can be met, it is plausible that solutions with horizons will exist, and
that they have a temperature which diverges as B → ∞. Such solutions might be
dubbed “far-extremal,” since they are not close to the original Poincaré invariant solution. Assuming the spacetime is asymptotically AdS5 , solutions sufficiently far from
extremality (in the sense of B being large) would be nearly AdS-Schwarzschild. Let
B0 be the infimum of the set of B’s for which there is a horizon. It is again plausible that e2A(r) and h(r) vanish simultaneously when B = B0 , and that for B larger
than B0 but sufficiently close to it, h(r) = 0 at a location r = rH where e2A(r) can be
B −3A(rH )
e
made as small as we wish. Since B0 is fixed and finite, the formula T = πL
implies that the temperature diverges as B → B0 . Thus there must be some Bc > B0
where T attains its minimum. (Let us assume for simplicity that T as a function of B
has only one extremum). The mass above extremality is related monotonically to B.
Generically one expects that this relation is approximately linear near B = Bc , and
that T ∼ Tc + (B − Bc )2 . Then as we approach the critical point from above (both
in energy and temperature), E − Ec ∼ (T − Tc )1/2 , which implies a divergence in the
specific heat, C ∼ (T − Tc )−1/2 . This is the signal of a second order phase transition
at finite temperature. On the field theory side, if one makes the generic assumption
that the inverse square of the correlation length goes to zero like T − Tc (which is to
say, ν = 1/2), then the specific heat exponent α = 1/2 emerges from the hyperscaling
relation, α = 2 − dν with d = 3. Why the strong interactions should not change the
story drastically
is unclear.
q
If ζ < 8/3, the integral in the second line of (31) diverges as r → r0 , and one might
hope to argue on this basis that near-extremal generalizations of the Poincaré invariant
20

solution do exist. But when h deviates significantly from 1, it is hard to justify the
approximation of keeping the same A(r) and ϕ
~ (r) as in the Poincaré invariant solution.
Thus we cannot make any rigorous claims. Let us nevertheless attempt to obtain an
equation of state, assuming the asymptotics
A(r) ∼ α1 log(r − r0 ) + A0
h(r) ∼ 1 − B

Z

r

dr1 e−4A(r1 ) ,

(32)

with α1 < 1/4. Again we set L = 1 and neglect factors of order unity, which is OK
since the goal is only to obtain a scaling relation. Equation (10) may be used to obtain
B = e4A0 (4α1 − 1)(rH − r0 )4α1 −1

T = eA0 (4α1 − 1)(rH − r0 )α1 −1
S
= e3A0 (rH − r0 )3α1 .
V

(33)

The factors of eA0 indicate the how each quantity scales under a conformal transformation. B indeed scales as energy density. Eliminating rH − r0 leads to
S
∼ Tη
V

with η =

3α1
6
=
α1 − 1
2 − 3ζ 2

(34)

where in the last line we have assumed that α1 = 3ζ22 as in the Poincaré invariant flow,
(29). The calculation is probably trustworthy when ζ is sufficiently small. Note that
as ζ → 0 one recovers the scaling S ∼ T 3 which applies to a conformal field theory. It
is interesting to note that in the range where (34) predicts positive specific heats, it
also predicts that −F/T 4 is an increasing function of temperature.
q This is consistent
3
with the Appelquist-Cohen-Schmaltz conjecture [39]. For ζ > 2/3, the evidence of
(34) is that T → ∞ as rH → r0 . It could be that instead T remains finite in this limit.
Either of these two outcomes would signal a finite temperature phase transition. Or it
is possible that T → 0 as rH → r0 , and S as a function of T falls off faster than any
power, indicating a mass gap.
It would be very interesting to find sufficient conditions for the existence of black hole
solutions arbitrarily close to a given Poincaré invariant flow in an appropriately weak
topology. It would also be interesting to find more stringent necessary conditions than
(2). For instance, one might conjecture that a necessary condition for a gradient flow
to have finite temperature generalizations which converge to the original geometry in
the topology induced by the norm (18) is that the gradient flow should either terminate
at a saddle point or converge to a curve in P.
3

Despite efforts by the current author and by R. Myers, there is no general proof of the monotonicity
of −F/T 4 in solutions of the form (1). I thank R. Myers for an extensive correspondence on this topic.
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Figure 3: Far left: Coulomb branch states exhibit a wide range of ζ. Middle: various
expectations for the response of singularities to finite temperature. Right: a summary
of the examples in section 4. Details can be found there regarding each entry.
Section 4 is concerned with additional examples of Poincaré invariant flows where the
field theory physics is more or less clear. It is useful to categorize the flows according
to the value of ζ which controls their far infrared behavior. This is done in figure 3.
The responses to finite temperature indicated in figure 3 are based partly on calculation, partly on AdS/CFT examples where the field theory physics is clear, and
partly on conjecture. The arguments (31) consitute
fairly good evidence that for flows
q
dominated by some direction in which ζ > 8/3, there is a finite temperature phase
transition. On the other hand, the AdS-Schwarzschild solution demonstrates that there
are near-extremal geometries with arbitrarily
q small temperature when ζ = 0. The analysis leading to (34) suggests that for ζ < 2/3 there are still near-extremal geometries
with arbitrarily small temperature. It was found in [8] q
that minimally coupled scalars
exhibit no gap for geometries of the form (1) when ζ < 2/3. This fits with the power
q

law behavior S ∼ T η found in (34). Note that ζ = 2/3 is also the value where the
Penrose q
diagram for the Poincaré invariant flow changes
from figure 2(b) to figure 2(a):
q
for ζ < 2/3 the singularity is null, while for ζ > 2/3 it is timelike. What happens
q

q

for 2/3 < ζ < 8/3 is harder to understand. Minimal scalars exhibit a mass gap, so
one must expect that S falls off faster than any power of T for sufficiently small T . It
could be however that curvatures at the horizon become Planckian before this behavior
can be observed. If so, the conclusion is simply that a string theory resolution of the
singularity is necessary before the low-temperature physics can be fully understood.
The range of ζ’s for the Coulomb branch is puzzling. How can this simple system
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exhibit such a range of behaviors? One possible explanation was proposed in [8]. It is
that the supergravity geometries specify only a continuous distribution of D3-branes
in ten dimensions, and at finite N the physics is most likely an ensemble average of
all discrete distributions which sufficiently closely approximate the continuous one.
Roughly speaking, any D3-brane can wiggle as far as its nearest neighbor. Performing
the ensemble average first in the path integral could lead to extra terms in an effective
lagrangian, for instance terms of the form (ΣIJ tr X(I XJ) )2 where ΣIJ is some tensor
in the 20′ . These extra effective interactions get larger as the dimensionality of the
brane distribution increases, and could perhaps explain the peculiar properties that
supergravity seems to ascribe to these configurations. A naive estimate of the strength
of the double trace terms relative to the original lagrangian is N 1−2/p where p is the
dimensionality of the distribution. Another possibility (also speculative) is that the
low-energy theory of open strings on a p-dimensional continuous distribution of D3branes is effectively p + 4 dimensional, simply because the open strings are allowed to
end on any D3-brane. Then the presence or absence of a mass gap can be understood
in terms of the higher dimensional theory.4

4

Examples

The examples of sections 4.1 and 4.3 have appeared previously in the literature [18,
20]; the example in section 4.2 is based on work with K. Pilch and N. Warner [40].
On the supergravity side, the superpotential W is associated with supersymmetry
transformations: the first order equations (5) are precisely the conditions for some
fraction of d = 5 N = 8 supersymmetry to remain unbroken. As explained after (4),
W is an eigenvalue of a SO(6) × SL(2, R)-invariant matrix Wab . Which eigenvalue is
the correct one to describe a given relevant deformation can usually be deduced from
how much supersymmetry is unbroken, plus known asymptotics near the boundary of
AdS5 .
On the field theory side, all the examples come from relevant deformations of N = 4
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory which preserve at least N = 1 supersymmetry. The
on-shell spectrum of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills is a vector, four chiral fermions, and six
real bosons, all in the adjoint of the gauge group:
Aµ
λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4

(35)

X1 X2 X3 X4 X 5 X6 .
These can be grouped into N = 1 multiplets in various equivalent ways. The one we will
have in mind is (Aµ , λ4 ) for the N = 1 vector multiplet and (λ1 , X1 , X2 ), (λ2 , X3 , X4 ),
4

This interpretation was suggested to me by J. Polchinski and J. Maldacena.
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and (λ3 , X5 , X6 ) for the adjoint chiral multiplets—also denoted by chiral superfields
Φ1 , Φ2 , Φ3 , whose complex scalar components are φ1 , φ2 , φ3 . The superpotential of
the undeformed N = 4 theory is
W = tr Φ1 [Φ2 , Φ3 ] .

(36)

Supergravity scalars will typically be denoted ϕ∆ , where ∆ indicates the dimension of
the corresponding gauge singlet operator O∆ . Units will be chosen such that L, the
radius of curvature in the asymptotically AdS5 region, is 1.

4.1

One massive adjoint chiral

Our first example is the category of flows that arise from giving a mass to a single
adjoint chiral superfield in the N = 4 langrangian [18]. The mass deformation is
specified by profiles for two scalars, ϕ2 and ϕ3 , dual to a boson mass term O2 of
dimension 2 and a fermion mass term O3 of dimension 3. Explicitly,


O2 = tr −X12 − X22 − X32 − X42 + 2X52 + 2X62

O3 = tr (λ4 λ4 + φ1 [φ2 , φ3 ]) + h.c.



(37)

The operator O2 in (37) looks like the wrong mass deformation: adding a positive
multiple of it to the lagrangian will result in negative mass squared for four of the six
R
real scalars. What we really aim to do is add d2 θ 21 m tr Φ23 + h.c. to the lagrangian.
The operator O3 in (37) is precisely the dimension 3 term in this deformation. But the
dimension 2 term is just tr (X52 + X62 ). What saves the day is that ϕ23 can couple to the
P
SO(6) invariant combination tr 6I=1 XI2 . In a supersymmetric background involving
the e−r part of ϕ3 and the re−2r part of ϕ2 , the ϕ23 coupling to the SO(6) singlet mass
term must precisely cancel out the negative terms in the O2 of (37), leaving only the
desired tr (X52 + X62 ). Similar quadratic couplings will be important in sections 4.2
and 4.3.
The scalars ϕ2 and ϕ3 are canonically normalized, and the potential and superpotential read [18]
cosh 2ϕ3 − 3 ρ8
+ (cosh 2ϕ3 − 1) (cosh 2ϕ3 + 1)
V (ϕ2 , ϕ3 ) = −ρ +
4ρ4
8
!
!
1
2
3
1
W (ϕ2 , ϕ3 ) = cosh 2ϕ3 ρ4 − 2 −
ρ4 + 2
2
ρ
2
ρ
"

#

2

√

(38)

where we have defined ρ = eϕ2 / 6 . It is consistent to set all other scalars to 0: locally
V is stationary perpendicular to the ϕ2 -ϕ3 plane. There is a one-parameter family of
flows emanating from the origin, which is the maximally symmetric point representing
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unperturbed N = 4 gauge theory. The trajectories have only been found numerically.
Their asymptotics for large r (the ultraviolet) was described in [18]:
ϕ3 ∼ a0 e−r

4
ϕ2 ∼ √ a20 re−2r + a1 e−2r .
6

(39)

Unsurprisingly, the leading re−2r behavior of ϕ2 is fixed in terms of the leading e−r
behavior of ϕ3 : this reflects the fact that the boson mass term and the fermion mass
term are related by supersymmetry. One can parametrize the gradient flow trajectories
with the quantity
4
a1
(40)
ã1 = 2 + √ log a0 ,
a0
6
which is invariant under additive shifts of r. It is a dimensionless measure of hO2 i
in units set by the scale of the mass deformation. W and V are symmetric under
ϕ3 → −ϕ3 , and from now on we will simplify our discussion by considering only flows
with ϕ3 ≥ 0.
(c)
Curiously, it was found in [18] that ã1 = ã1 = −1.4694 . . . corresponds to the
conformal vacuum of the theory, where hO2 i = 0 and the supergravity flow terminates
at the critical point found in [16]. By comparison with flows describing states on the
(c)
Coulomb branch of N = 4 gauge theory, one can establish that ã1 > ã1 corresponds
to negative hO2 i. Positive hO2 i should be impossible because we have made X5 and X6
massive. To put it another way, the infrared fixed point theory has a Coulomb branch
parametrized by color singlet combinations of X1 through X4 . The states with negative
hO2 i are SU(2)global × U(1)R -symmetric states on that Coulomb branch. States with
positive hO2 i are unphysical. In figure 4(b), the hO2 i < 0 trajectories are the ones to
the right of the critical trajectory which ends up at the one-quarter supersymmetric
fixed point. The ones to the left are supposed to be ruled out.
(c)
Felicitously, the condition (2) accepts trajectories with ã1 ≥ ã1 but rules out those
(c)
with ã1 < ã1 . The horizontal line along the ϕ2 axis in the solution set P (defined
in (28)) represents Coulomb branch flows of the N = 4 gauge theory. When these
flows are lifted back to ten dimensions, the ϕ2 > 0 direction corresponds to an S 3
shell of D3-branes in the hyperplane spanned by x1 through x4 , while the ϕ2 < 0
direction corresponds to a uniform disk of D3-branes in the plane spanned by x5 and
x6 . Because the contours of W form a trough around the ϕ2 axis for large positive
(c)
ϕ2 , the ã1 > ã1 trajectories are drawn to this axis. The very low energy Coulomb
branch physics of these flows does not depend on whether the adjoints X5 and X6
are given a mass. In contrast to this case, the contours of W form a ridge around
(c)
the negative ϕ2 axis, and the ã1 < ã1 trajectories are repelled from this axis. These
trajectories are asymptotically parallel to one another, and they are ruled out by (2)
because V (~
ϕ(r)) → +∞ as A(r) → −∞. The flow exactly along the negative ϕ2 axis
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Figure 4: (a) Contours of V (ϕ2 , ϕ3 ), with ϕ2 on the horizontal axis and ϕ3 on the vertical axis. (b) Contours of W (ϕ2 , ϕ3 ), with the solution set P and some typical gradient
flow trajectories superimposed. In both contour plots, lighter regions correspond to
higher elevations. The undashed trajectories proceeding asymptotically due east are
Coulomb branch states, and correspond to entry (B) in figure 3. The trajectory which
ends at the saddle point represents the infrared conformal fixed point, and corresponds
to entry (C) in figure 3. The dashed trajectories violate (2).
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represents sensible N = 4 Coulomb branch physics in the X5 and X6 directions; but
this part of the moduli space is lifted completely when X5 and X6 are given a mass,
and the trajectories are appropriately defocused as a result.
It turns out, as claimed after (28), that all the trajectories permitted by (2) run
asymptotically parallel to some curve in P. In fact, all trajectories converge to some
curve in P in the far infrared. The segment of P stretching from the origin to the onequarter supersymmetric saddle point is an excellent approximation to a gradient flow
trajectory. The part of the curve in P which extends northeast from the one-quarter
supersymmetric point does not describe a deformation of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills.
The flows along the positive and negative ϕ2 axes were first considered in ten dimensions [6] as zero-temperature, zero-spin limits of near-extremal D3-brane solutions
with some angular momenta turned on. Specifically, the positive ϕ2 trajectory comes
from solutions with equal J12 and J34 turned on, while the negative ϕ2 trajectory comes
from solutions with J56 . In five dimensions these angular momenta are interpreted as
charges under the U(1)3 Cartan subalgebra of the SO(6) gauge group, and the spinning D3-branes are represented as charged black holes [41, 42]. The time components
of the gauge fields in five-dimensional supergravity act as “voltages,” or “chemical potentials,” for conserved R-currents in the gauge theory. The positive and negative ϕ2
flows are examples of states which can be approached by tuning these chemical potentials to zero in fixed ratio with an appropriate power of the temperature. There is a
thermodynamic instability that sets in at some point in this limiting process [43], but
that is somewhat outside our current scope of interest.

4.2

Two massive adjoint chirals

Our next example is N = 4 super-Yang-Mills broken to N = 2 by a mass term for
an adjoint hypermultiplet. The analysis is based on joint work with K. Pilch and
N. Warner [40]. In N = 1 language, we are giving equal but opposite masses to two
adjoint chiral multiplets, which we take to be Φ1 and Φ2 —exactly the chiral adjoints
which we left massless in the previous example. The field theory was studied in [44].
The supergravity [40] involves the same scalar ϕ2 in the 20′ of SO(6) as we had in the
previous example, but a different scalar ϕ̃3 in the 10 + 10. The dual operators are


O2 = tr −X12 − X22 − X32 − X42 + 2X52 + 2X62



Õ3 = tr (λ1 λ1 − λ2 λ2 + (scalar trilinear)) + h.c.

(41)

As in the previous example, the square of ϕ̃3 can couple to the SO(6) singlet mass
operator. The combination of this operator and −O2 that supersymmetry demands is
proportional to tr (X12 + X22 + X32 + X42 ). Both ϕ2 and ϕ̃3 are canonically normalized,
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and the potential and superpotential read
√
√

√
√
1 − √4 ϕ 
V (ϕ2 , ϕ̃3 ) = e 6 2 −4 − 8e 6ϕ2 cosh 2ϕ̃3 + e2 6ϕ2 sinh2 2ϕ̃3
4
√
√4 ϕ
− √2 ϕ
W (ϕ2 , ϕ̃3 ) = −2e 6 2 − e 6 2 cosh 2ϕ̃3 .

(42)

The asymptotics at large r is
ϕ̃3 ∼ b0 e−r

2
ϕ2 ∼ − √ b20 re−r + b1 e−2r ,
6

(43)

and the invariant which parametrizes the one-parameter family of flows emanating
from the origin is
2
b1
b̃1 = 2 − √ log b0 .
(44)
b0
6
In figure 5 we exhibit contours of V and W , the solution set P, and some characteristic
gradient flow trajectories (obtained numerically). Because of the ϕ̃3 → −ϕ̃3 symmetry,
(c)
we can restrict our attention to flows with ϕ̃3 ≥ 0. When b̃1 = b̃1 ≈ 0.125 . . .,5 the
flow is asymptotic to the curve in P which follows the obvious northwest ridgeline of
W (see figure 5). The condition (2) allows this trajectory and all others to the left of it:
(c)
(c)
b̃1 ≤ b̃1 . The trajectories with b̃1 < b̃1 run asymptotically parallel to the horizontal
axis: this is an explicit example where (27) is satisfied without the trajectories actually
approaching any curve in P. (States on the Coulomb branch which fail to preserve an
(c)
SO(n) × SO(6 − n) global symmetry are another example). The b̃1 = b̃1 trajectory is
(c)
well approximated by a curve in P. The trajectories with b̃1 > b̃1 proceed down the
northeast face of W . As is evident from comparing figure 5(a) with figure 5(b), this is
a case where (27) is violated. No gradient flow trajectory of W ends up at the saddle
points near the northeast and southeast corners of figure 3(a): these points correspond
to AdS5 vacua which break all supersymmetry (see Table 1, entry (iv) of [16]).
There is a natural field theory interpretation of these flows, inspired by [37], though it
must be regarded as speculative in the absence of more detailed tests. The far infrared
theory is large-N Seiberg-Witten theory, and the Seiberg-Witten curve [45] is [46, 47]
y2 =

N
Y

(x − ξk )2 − Λ2N ,

(45)

k=1

where Λ is the dynamically generated scale and ξk are parameters determining the
position on the moduli space. In [37] it was suggested that the enhançon singularity
corresponds to Seiberg-Witten theory at the “origin” of moduli space ξk = 0, and
that the branch points xk = Λeiπk/N correspond to the positions of branes in a ring
(c)

5

Random jitter near the maximally supersymmetric point makes this number (and also ã1 ) surprisingly hard to pin down numerically.
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Figure 5: (a) Contours of V (ϕ2 , ϕ̃3 ), with ϕ2 on the horizontal axis and ϕ̃3 on the
vertical axis. (b) Contours of W (ϕ2 , ϕ3 ), with the solution set P and some typical gradient flow trajectories superimposed. In both contour plots, lighter regions correspond
to higher elevations. The solid trajectories which proceed asymptotically due west are
states on the Coulomb branch of the N = 2 gauge theory, and correspond to entry
(D) in figure 3. The unique solid trajectory which proceeds northwest nearly along a
curve in P is the best candidate for a vacuum which can support finite temperature.
The dashed trajectories violate (2).
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(c)

around the enhançon. The b̃1 = b̃1 flow seems most likely to be dual to this same
point in moduli space, where now the complex variable x parametrizes the directions
of the adjoints X5 and X6 which remain massless. This interpretation is supported
by the fact that the supergravity geometry preserves a U(1) symmetry which rotates
(c)
X5 and X6 . Because the b̃1 > b̃1 flows “interpolate” between the ridgeline flow and
the negative ϕ2 axis, and because the negative ϕ2 axis is known to correspond to a
state on the Coulomb branch of the undeformed N = 4 theory where the D3-branes
are arranged in a uniform disk in the X5 –X6 direction, the most obvious candidate for
(c)
a field theory dual of the b̃1 > b̃1 flows is a point on moduli space where the ξi are
uniformly distributed on a disk. When the radius of that disk is much larger than Λ,
the low-energy physics approaches the Coulomb branch physics of N = 4 gauge theory.
(c)
On this interpretation, the trajectories with b̃1 < b̃1 are unphysical. Without the
mass deformation, the disk of D3-branes in the X5 –X6 directions can shrink to a point
and then re-expand as an S 3 shell in the X1 through X4 directions. This is exactly the
picture found in [8]. But when we make X1 through X4 massive, this part of the moduli
space disappears, and we are in the position of attempting to give a negative VEV to
(c)
tr(X52 + X62 ). All this fits in perfectly with (2) which indeed rules out the b̃1 < b̃1
trajectories. To lend further support to the picture we have presented, it would nice
if one could show that finite temperature in the field theory draws the vacuum state
to the point where all ξk = 0. Correspondingly in the supergravity, one would hope
(c)
that a horizon with small but finite temperature draws the scalars onto the b̃1 = b̃1
trajectory.

4.3

Three massive adjoint chirals

Our last example is the category of flows believed to be dual to N = 4 super-YangMills deformed by a uniform mass for all three chiral adjoint superfields [20]: W →
P
W + m2 tr i Φ2i . Naively, the infrared theory is N = 1 super-QCD. In fact, the model
has many vacua, corresponding to non-commutative VEV’s for the massive scalars φi
which form a representation of SU(2) [48, 44].
The deformation of the lagrangian consists of a dimension 3 operator, which preserves
SO(3) and gives a uniform mass to three adjoint fermions; and a dimension 2 operator,
which is just the SO(6) symmetric mass term for all the scalars. The supergravity scalar
dual to the dimension 3 mass term will be denoted ϕm . We will also be interested in
the dimension three operator O3 which includes the N = 1 gaugino bilinear. The dual
scalar will be denoted ϕ3 . This is the same scalar which was used in section 4.1 to
introduce a mass for one species of fermion. Both ϕm and ϕ3 are canonically normalized.
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The potential and the superpotential are
2ϕm
3
2ϕm
cosh2 √ + 4 cosh √ cosh 2ϕ3 − cosh2 2ϕ3 + 4
V (ϕm , ϕ3 ) = −
8
3
3
!
2ϕm
3
cosh √ + cosh 2ϕ3 .
W (ϕm , ϕ3 ) = −
2
3

!

(46)

A striking feature of this case as compared to the previous two is that there is only
one scalar that takes care of the mass deformation. In fact this is entirely appropriate:
there is no supergravity scalar which couples linearly to the SO(6)-invariant boson
P
mass term, tr I XI2 . The scalar ϕm couples linearly to the SO(3)-invariant fermion
P
mass term, and it can couple quadratically to the tr I XI2 . Demanding supersymmetry
guarantees that the boson and fermion mass terms will come in the right ratio.
There is a one-parameter family of gradient flow trajectories for the superpotential
in (46), all of which can be displayed in analytic form [20]:
1
1
log [2 sinh(r − C1 )] + log [2 sinh(3r − C2 )]
2
6
√
−r+C1
3
1+e
ϕm (r) =
log
2
1 − e−r+C1
1 + e−3r+C2
1
.
ϕ3 (r) = log
2
1 − e−3r+C2
A=

(47)

The behavior ϕm (r) ∼ e−r for large r indicates that there is a relevant perturbation
of the lagrangian. The parameter C1 amounts to setting the scale of this mass deformation. On the other hand, ϕ3 (r) ∼ e−3r signals a VEV for the operator O3 . The
invariant quantity which parametrizes the trajectories is limr→∞ ϕ3 (r)/ϕm(r)3 . It is
related to the VEV of O3 :
lim

r→∞

1
ϕ3 (r)
c1 hO3 i
= √ eC2 −3C1 = 2 3 ,
3
ϕm (r)
N m
27

(48)

where Λ is the dynamical mass scale and c1 is a constant of order unity which can
be determined once the normalization of O3 and Λ are unambiguously specified. To
understand the factor of 1/N 2 in (48), recall that there is an overall factor of 1/G5
in front of the classical supergravity action. When this action is used to compute a
correlator of boundary operators, three powers of the radius of AdS5 combine with 1/G5
to give an overall factor of N 2 . An example is the stress tensor two-point function:
suppressing Lorentz indices, the correlation function that one computes in the classical
supergravity approximation is hT (x)T (0)i ∼ c/x8 with c ∼ N 2 . More generally, the
operators to which canonically normalized supergravity scalars couple with strength
one (that is, without explicit factors of N in the coupling) have 2-point functions which
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scale as N 2 . An order 1 profile for a supergravity scalar is dual to either an order 1
coefficient for the dual operator added to the lagrangian, or an order N 2 VEV for that
operator. In particular, when ϕ3 and ϕm of order 1, hO3 i is of order N 2 . Thus for (48)
to be consistent with c1 of order 1 it is necessary to include the explicit 1/N 2 .
On the supergravity side, we can try to use (2) to rule out some trajectories. Contour
plots of V and W , the solution set P, and some typical gradient flow trajectories are
shown in figure 6. We can take advantage of the ϕm → −ϕm and ϕ3 → −ϕ3 symmetries
to restrict our attention to flows in the northeast corner of the plots. The condition
q (2)
allows flows with C2 ≤ 3C1 : the others violate the steepness condition ζ ≤ 8/3.
The curves in P give good approximations to gradient flow trajectories in the infrared,
but the approximation breaks down more badly than in the previous examples as one
proceeds toward the ultraviolet. The saddle points on the vertical axis of (a) are the
unstable SU(3) critical points.
The field theory is more complicated than in the previous examples, and it is correspondingly more difficult to identify the vacua corresponding to different trajectories
in figure 6(b). After the mass deformation, the superpotential in the field theory is
3
mX
Φ2 + Φ1 [Φ2 , Φ3 ] ,
W = tr
2 i=1 i

!

(49)

∂W
= mφk + [φk+1 , φk+2] = 0 ,
∂φk

(50)

and the F-flatness conditions read

where we identify the index i on φi modulo 3. Thus the φi should form some Ndimensional representation of SU(2) (not necessarily irreducible). Imposing the Dflatness conditions and identifying gauge-equivalent configurations can be achieved
simultaneously by modding out by the action of the complexified gauge group. Roughly
speaking, one can think of the representations of SU(2) as non-commutative spheres,
whose radii are the quadratic Casimirs of the representations. The radius is largest for
the N-dimensional irreducible representation.6 In this case,
htr φ1 [φ2 , φ3 ]i ≈
6

N3 3
m .
12

(51)

Similar non-commutative configurations were studied in the test-brane approximation in [49]. In
fact, one can see a hint of the physics of (50) by putting D3-branes in a constant background field GIJK ,
where G(3) is the complex three-form field strength of type IIB supergravity, and IJK are indices in
the directions perpendicular to the D3-branes. G(3) has to be involved in the ten-dimensional version
of the solutions specified in (47) (indeed in the ten-dimensional version of all the solutions presented in
this section with the exception of the Coulomb branch trajectories of the undeformed N = 4 theory).
If ∗6 G(3) = iG(3) , where ∗6 denotes the Hodge dual in the IJK directions, then in the approach of
[49] there remain commutative flat directions for the D3-branes to spread out in. Possibly an improved
treatment with non-constant G(3) could approximate the physics of (50) more closely.
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Figure 6: (a) Contours of V (ϕm , ϕ3 ), with ϕm on the horizontal axis and ϕ3 on the
vertical axis. (b) Contours of W (ϕm , ϕ3 ), with the solution set P and some typical
gradient flow trajectories superimposed. In both contour plots, lighter regions correspond to higher elevations. Note that the aspect ratio is not unity, so gradient flow
trajectories don’t appear to be contour-orthogonal. The undashed trajectory which
proceeds northeast and is asymptotic to a curve in P is the clearest candidate for a
massive vacuum of the theory. It corresponds to entry (G) in figure 3. The other
undashed trajectories could also be well defined vacua, and correspond to entry (F) in
figure 3.
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Going to the opposite extreme, one could satisfy (50) trivially by setting all the φi
to 0. In this case, the gauge group is completely unbroken, and there is a gaugino
condensate, which according to the standard analysis is
htr λ4 λ4 i ≈ c2 e2πik/N NΛ3 ,

(52)

where c2 is another constant of order unity, Λ is the scale of the low-energy N = 1
theory, and k can run from 1 to N (see for example
[50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]). Again

8π 2
up to factors of order unity, Λ = m exp − 3g2 N where g is the gauge coupling at the
N = 4 ultraviolet fixed point. The overall factor of N in (52) ensures that domain walls
between adjacent vacua have tension scaling as N. To see this recall that the exact
superpotential has one more power of N than the gaugino condensate; but domain wall
tensions are given by the change of W across the domain wall, and W changes by a
phase e2πi/N from one vacuum to the next [56].
Naively, the operator O3 is tr (λ4 λ4 + φ1 [φ2 , φ3 ]) + h.c., as in (37). Both the fermion
bilinear and the scalar trilinear are manifestly SU(3) invariant. The VEV of the first
term in the trivial vacuum is order N, while the VEV of the second is order N 3 in the
irreducible vacuum. Classical supergravity effects correspond to VEV’s of order N 2 ,
so the first behavior appears unobservably small, while the second seems unobservably
large! We suggest however that
3
X

∂W
O3 = tr λ4 λ4 +
φi
∂φi
i=1

!

+ h.c. ,

(53)

where W is the deformed superpotential, (49), and we are not attempting to be precise
about factors of order unity on either the fermion or scalar terms. Classically, the
scalar terms have vanishing VEV in any vacuum. However, the Konishi relation gives
3
X
i=1

*

∂W
tr φi
∂φi

+

= Nhtr λ4 λ4 i .

(54)

Thus if htr λ4 λ4 i is order N, as the standard field theory analysis indicates, then hO3 i
is order N 2 .
Because the standard field theory analysis of the trivial confining vacua indicates a
VEV for O3 which is of the right order to be observed as a classical effect in supergravity,
the natural guess is that these vacua (or one of them, say the k = 0 vacuum) should be
identified as the C2 = 3C1 trajectory in figure 6(b). This trajectory is distinguished in
that it is the last one permitted by the condition (2). It has a smaller value of ζ than
all the other trajectories, and it is asymptotic to a curve in P, which makes it the most
plausible candidate for a flow with near-extremal generalizations which do not involve
deforming the lagrangian.
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The other trajectories permitted by (2) could have one of several interpretations, and
without further investigation we cannot judge which interpretation is correct. First,
they might be in some way unstable, and so correspond to no well-defined field theory
vacuum. Second, they might be massless vacua corresponding to embeddings of SU(2)
in SU(N) which leave factors of U(1) unbroken. Third, they might be massive vacua
where SU(N) is broken down to some SU(N/p) subgroup by a representation of SU(2)
which can be written as N/p blocks of dimension p × p. A recent analysis [57] indicates
yet one more possibility. The claim of [57] is that the standard analysis (52) of the
gaugino condensate is dramatically altered at strong coupling, and that in the large N,
large gY2 M N limit the regular N-gon of vacua for the trivial representation of SU(2)
degenerates to points on a line segment. These points are not evenly distributed;
rather,
htr λ4 λ4 i = Nm3 /j 2
where j = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
(55)
We have rescaled m to conform with our conventions, set gY M = 1, and dropped various
factors of order unity. Since htr λ4 λ4 i still scales as N, the previous arguments that
hO3 i should be observable as a classical effect in supergravity still hold, and we might
still expect the C2 = 3C1 trajectory to correspond to the j = 1 vacuum (which is the
large λ limit of the k = 0 vacuum in the standard analysis (52)). Then some of the
C2 < 3C1 trajectories might be j > 1 vacua.
The trajectories with C2 > 3C1 violate (2) and run asymptotically parallel to the ϕ3 only trajectory. This trajectory seems to be a particularly clear case of an unphysical
geometry: the lagrangian is undeformed, a gaugino condensate has no reason to form,
the flat directions are [XI , XJ ] = 0, and yet we are trying to give a nonzero VEV
to O3 = tr(λ4 λ4 + φ1 [φ2 , φ3 ]). By extension it is plausible to rule out all the C2 >
3C1 trajectories, since they have the same behavior in the infrared. Incidentally, the
“universal solution” of Horava-Witten theory compactified on a Calabi-Yau manifold
[58] develops the same singularity as the C2 > 3C1 flows if the negative tension “hidden
sector” end-of-the-world brane is taken to infinite redshift. The low-energy limit of the
hidden sector gauge theory is pure N = 1 super-Yang-Mills theory. The unpleasant
singularity could be due to neglect of the gaugino condensate in the derivation of this
solution.
To sum up, what tells in favor of the condition (2) in this example is that the
field theory analysis indicates VEV’s for hO3 i which are of order N 2 and bounded in
magnitude. This qualitative feature is reproduced by (2) because it implies C2 ≤ 3C1 .
It would be interesting to study the symmetries of the problem more carefully. In
particular, is there a U(1) symmetry in the supergravity, broken by the choice of ϕ3 ,
which arises from the large N limit of the discrete Z2N symmetry? According to [57]
this symmetry only pertains in the small gY2 M N limit.
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5

Fluctuations

Obvious cases where the criterion (2) fails to guarantee a physical interpretation on
the field theory side are flows to critical points of V which violate the BreitenlohnerFreedman bound [34, 35]. Two well-known examples are flows to the SO(5) symmetric
critical point of d = 5 N = 8 gauged supergravity, and flows to the SU(3) critical
point [14, 15, 59, 60]. We would like to have a generalization of the BreitenlohnerFreedman bound which applies to cases which are only asymptotically AdS5 in the
ultraviolet. The obvious one is to demand that the spectral decomposition of the
Lorentzian two-point function of an arbitrary color singlet operator should involve
only timelike momenta. This statement can be phrased in the jargon of “AdS/QCD”
as the absence of tachyonic glueballs. More generally we can think of it as stability
of the field theory vacuum: a gauge singlet operator O(0), acting at the origin of
position space on the vacuum of the dual gauge theory, should produce only states
with timelike momenta. On Wick rotating to Euclidean signature, the requirement
amounts to having two-point functions which are non-oscillatory at large distances,
but instead fall off like powers or exponentials. This makes it clear that the criterion is
indeed a generalization of the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound, since violations of that
bound translate precisely into gauge singlet operators with complex dimension.
The restriction to timelike momenta is straightforward to implement in AdS/CFT
because the spectrum of momenta-squared is identical to the spectrum of an appropriately defined one-dimensional Schrodinger hamiltonian. This identification is a direct
consequence of the prescription of [2, 3], and it is the basis of all AdS-glueball calculations following [61, 62]. Since it has been discussed, implicitly or explicitly, in many
other places in the literature (for instance [61, 62, 8, 9, 63]) we can afford to be brief.
Our aim is simply to make the discussion of [8] more systematic.
Consider a Poincaré invariant flow solution of the form (1). It is convenient to
introduce a new radial variable, z, such that dr = eA dz. The solution assumes the
form


ds2 = e2A(z) −dt2 + d~x2 + dz 2
(56)
ϕ
~=ϕ
~ (z) .
Linearizing the equations of motion around this solution is tricky because linear fluctuations of the graviton couple to linear fluctuations of the scalars involved in the
flow. However, scalar fluctuations δ ϕ
~ (xµ , z) satisfying δ ϕ
~ (xµ , z) ⊥ ϕ
~ ′ (z) nearly decouple from the graviton. That decoupling would be exact if ϕ
~ ′ (z) didn’t depend on
z, but we may assume that ϕ
~ ′ changes direction only slowly in the deep infrared as
A(z) → −∞. Since we are mainly interested in discerning infrared properties, little is
lost in the approximation that the orthogonal δ ϕ
~ (xµ , z) excitations decouple from the
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graviton. Linearizing the wave equation

ϕ
~ = ∂V /∂ ϕ
~ leads to

∂2V
∂ϕ
~ ∂ϕ
~

δϕ
~=

ϕ(z)
~

· δϕ
~.

(57)

3
µ
~
We can solve via separation of variables: setting δ ϕ
~ = e− 2 A(z) eikµ x ψ(z),
one obtains
directly
h
i
~ = −k 2 ψ
~,
−∂z2 + U(z) ψ
(58)

where

9
∂2V
3
U(z) = A′′ (z) + A′ (z)2 + e2A(z)
2
4
∂ϕ
~ ∂ϕ
~

.

(59)

ϕ
~ (z)

U(z) is a matrix acting in the space of scalars orthogonal to the flow. The Schrodinger
problem (58) determines the spectrum of k 2 , and in our mostly plus conventions the
requirement of timelike momenta is k 2 ≤ 0. There are two caveats to be kept in
mind. First, we used the approximation of decoupling from the graviton to derive (58).
Second, if the flow geometry has a curvature singularity, supergravity gives at best
an approximation to the spectrum. The curvature singularity indicates an infrared
problem, so in physical cases it should be possible to smooth it out—for instance by
going to finite temperature and Wick rotating so that the manifold is entirely nonsingular. If the smoothing is done in the far infrared, it should only affect the behavior
of U(z) near the radius where A(z) → −∞. One can hope that both caveats change the
spectrum only in a controllably small way: for instance, they might make the infimum
of the spectrum slightly negative rather than strictly zero.
Let us now check that we recover the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound for AdS geometries. Here eA(z) = L/z, no scalars are excited, and curvatures are bounded, so we
can impose the sharp inequality
h

−∂z2

i

+ U(z) =

"

−∂z2

15/4 + m2 L2
≥ 0.
+
z2
#

(60)

This leads to m2 L2 ≥ −4 by a standard Bessel function analysis.
For geometries with naked singularities, the positivity of the Schrodinger operator
in (58) is essentially a condition proposed in [64] almost twenty years ago, and also
considered in [65].7 With trivial adaptations appropriate to the current context, the
contents of [64] can be summarized as follows. The Schrodinger operator on the left
hand side of (58) is the radial part of a linearized wave operator in a static background
with a naked singularity. Let us use A to denote the Schrodinger operator. A is
symmetric with respect to an appropriate inner product (·, ·) for the wave-functions.
7
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If it is also positive, then there is a natural extension (the Fredholm extension) of A
to a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space of functions which is the closure under
~ ψ)
~ + (ψ,
~ Aψ)
~ of smooth functions whose support excludes both the naked
the norm (ψ,
singularity and the boundary of AdS5 . The existence of a self-adjoint extension of A
is a natural criterion because it means that it is possible to define a unitary evolution
equation for linearized fluctuations around the static background. The crucial step is
positivity of A, and in AdS/CFT this is equivalent to the stability of the field theory
vacuum. The bulk spacetime analysis looks like it could proceed for A bounded below
~ ψ)
~
(not necessarily by zero), provided one is willing to introduce a sufficiently large (ψ,
component in defining the norm. But, modulo the caveats mentioned above, the natural
AdS/CFT requirement is positivity.
Suppose there is a naked singularity in the geometry at z = z0 . Let u(z) denote
the smallest (i.e. most negative) eigenvalue of U(z). Then through almost the same
Bessel function analysis that one uses to translate (60) into the Breitenlohner-Freedman
bound, one finds that
1
(61)
lim inf (z − z0 )2 u(z) ≥ −
z→z0
4
is a necessary condition for A to be bounded below. (This is almost true; to be rigorous
one must exclude the possibility that u(z) oscillates rapidly).
The conditions we have discussed should generalize to supergravity fields with spin,
and to other dimensions. It was only to avoid technical difficulties that we restricted
our attention to scalar fluctuations perpendicular to the flow. The general problem
of diagonalizing the linearized fluctuations of all supergravity fields is computationally
challenging, but the final requirement is that that the two-point functions extracted
from the diagonalized equations should involve only timelike momenta in their spectral
decomposition.

6

Discussion

Applications of AdS/CFT to non-conformal theories appears at present to be a subject
of particulars, with only a few general truths. The c-theorem is one such truth [14, 18];
the possibility of replacing second order equations of motion with first order gradient
flow equations is another [18, 32, 33, 22]. We have attempted to find a third, namely
a criterion for what sorts of singular behavior are allowed far from the boundary of
AdS. Our conjectured criterion, (2), fares reasonably well when confronted by examples in the literature. With a few exceptions, it correctly distinguishes pathological
from non-pathological. The exceptions are flows to critical points which violate the
Breitenlohner-Freedman bound. We have suggested that the Breitenlohner-Freedman
bound is a special case of a more general requirement, namely that the spectral decom38

position of two-point functions in AdS/CFT should involve only timelike momenta.
The methods proposed for ruling out unphysical singularities—namely, (2) and wellbehaved two-point functions—are applicable independent of supersymmetry. The examples considered in section 4 all preserve some fraction of supersymmetry, but this is
only in order to have a clear understanding of the dual field theory.
The flows to critical points violating the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound are pathological cases which (2) fails to rule out. In the current literature, there are no clean
exceptions to (2) in the other direction—that is, clearly physical solutions which violate (2). It would be very interesting if one could find such an exception, and to ask
how and whether it supports finite temperature. In view of the examples in this paper,
one’s first question when addressing a putative exception must be, “Is the theory in a
physical vacuum state?”
Ideally, if the AdS/CFT map were perfectly understood, we would be able to say
precisely which singularities are resolved by non-trivial infrared physics and which are
not. A complete understanding of this question might lead to a complicated set of
constraints on the five-dimensional bulk. The condition (2) is a simple semi-empirical
rule that captures some non-trivial aspects of these constraints. A particularly clear
example is a VEV for the SU(3) singlet operator O3 = tr (λ4 λ4 + φ1 [φ2 , φ3]). On the
field theory side, such a VEV is forbidden unless the N = 4 lagrangian is deformed.
The second term of O3 can’t have a VEV because the N = 4 effective potential is flat
only along directions where the φi commute. The Konishi anomaly relates the VEV
for the first and second terms of O3 , so that the vanishing of one implies the vanishing
of the other. In supergravity, one is certainly free to perturb AdS5 by a scalar profile
indicating a VEV for O3 , but at the expense of violating (2). The second order bulk
equations have too many solutions if arbitrary singularities are allowed; (2) is a useful
tool for weeding out the good from the bad.
What precisely is bad about the field theory dual to singularities that violate (2)
has to be addressed case by case. We have already indicated the problem for hO3 i =
6
0 without a mass deformation of the N = 4 lagrangian. In sections 4.1 and 4.2,
the problem with trajectories violating (2) was that positive definite operators have
negative VEV’s. In section 3.2, (2) ruled out multi-center distributions of D3-branes
which involved “ghosts” with negative tension and negative charge. If one formally
uses these “ghostly” distributions to compute VEV’s of the form htr X(I1 · · · XIℓ ) i, the
results again violate inequalities among these VEV’s that one can prove using the
hermiticity of the fields XI .
It would be interesting to describe more fully the subset S ⊂ E6(6) /USp(8) on which
the scalar potential is less than its value at the origin of the coset. S is far from being a
uniform blob or half-space: it has tendrils which come arbitrarily close to subspaces of
positive co-dimension as one proceeds further and further from the origin of the coset.
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We have proven that a static black hole horizon can only form at a location where
the scalars lie in S. The conjecture (2) essentially says that curvature singularities are
allowed only if the scalars remain in S as one approaches the singularity. (Technically,
we have not ruled out situations where |~
ϕ| → ∞ and V (~
ϕ) approaches a constant value
which is larger than V at the origin of the coset. No example in the current literature
has this feature, and it may be excludable on general grounds.)
A black hole horizon is the only purely geometrical expression of finite temperature.
Black holes are also in the generic expression of finite temperature in a theory with
gravity, in the sense that thermal excitations with enough energy should form a black
hole. It sounds reasonable to claim that any finite temperature applied to a bulk
geometry with a singularity where gtt → 0 will result in a black hole horizon cloaking
the singularity, simply because the proper temperature diverges near the singularity.8
But it might happen that the horizon forms in a region very close to the singularity
where curvatures are Planckian. Then low-energy supergravity will have limited value;
indeed the very notion of horizon might have to be modified.
In an AdS/CFT context, it is straightforward to estimate when the five-dimensional
supergravity treatment breaks down. In units where the radius of curvature of AdS5 is
unity, the five-dimensional Planck length scales as N −2/3 . In the case where the dual
CFT is N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory, N is the rank of the gauge group; more generally, N 2 is the central charge of the dual CFT. Curvature invariants near a singularity
−2/3
of the form (29) become Planckian when r −r0 <
. What is the entropy of a black
∼N
hole horizon which forms just before curvatures become Planckian? The horizon area
per unit volume at r = rH is e3A(rH ) . The entropy formula is actually more complicated
than S = A/4G5 when higher derivative terms become important [66, 67, 68], but to
obtain a rough-and-ready estimate we will stick with the simple area law. (For nearextremal D3-branes with no evolving scalars, the evidence of AdS/CFT is that all the α′
corrections only change the area law by 4/3 in the α′ /L2 → ∞ limit [69, 70]. However
a “phase transition” at finite α′ /L2 cannot be ruled out [71].) In units where L = 1,
we have 1/G5 = N 2 , so the entropy per unit volume is roughly N 2 e3A(rH ) . Assuming
that near-extremal solutions have nearly the same A(rH ) as their Poincaré invariant
limit, one finds that the entropy per unit volume for a horizon at nearly Planckian
2− 4
curvatures scales as N 3ζ2 . This is to be compared with the expected scaling on the
field theory side. If the field theory confines, then at low energy there are O(1) degrees
of freedom. A black hole horizon should have an O(1) entropy if it purports to describe
the theory
q at a temperature much smaller than the confinement scale. This is possible
if ζ < 2/3, but precisely for this range there is no gap for excitations of a minimal
scalar! We conclude that a five-dimensional
q supergravity treatment of near-extremal
generalizations of singularities with ζ < 2/3 should suffice to describe gapless field
8
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theory duals down to some minimum temperature which scales as an inverse power
of N, but that the supergravity approximation is insufficient to describe the confining
phase of a gauge theory. The original proposal of [61] avoids this problem by arriving
at a confining gauge theory as the low-energy limit of a higher-dimensional gauge theory at finite temperature. However one is then left with a description where above the
confinement scale the theory is higher dimensional.
We would like to think that the considerations of this paper will generalize to a string
theoretic setting; that the conjecture (2) will carry over naturally to some more refined
restriction on the nature of highly curved solutions; and that string theory considerations will provide a detailed “resolution” of the supergravity singularities which are
allowed. In particular, D3-branes in an H-field should resolve the singularities found in
section 4.3 (entries (F) and (G) in figure 3). With the supergravity solutions and the
brane resolutions both in hand, one might make an interesting study of the transition
between the deconfined phase (described by a black hole horizon in the supergravity
solution) and the confined phase (described in terms of the brane resolution). It is conceivable that the transition will involve some dramatic alteration of the supergravity
solution which we are simply not equipped to compute without a full understanding
of the brane resolution. But we prefer the hopeful view that the low-energy theory,
useful in so many ways as a guide to the qualitative features of the full string theory,
will match more or less smoothly onto the microscopic description.
Matching a given brane resolution back onto supergravity seems sure to impose
definite boundary conditions on the bulk fields near the singularity, but the process
of finding these resolutions and extracting their supergravity limits could be tedious.
Black hole solutions of the form (6) provide a quick and dirty route to establishing
the boundary conditions at the singularity without going to the trouble of finding
the brane resolution—provided one is interested in physics that is robust under finite
temperature, and provided one is willing to grant that the low-energy supergravity
description of finite temperature should match onto a microscopic description smoothly
enough to distinguish good singularities from bad.
Here is the strategy. Suppose we have n tachyonic scalars, corresponding to n relevant operators that one might add to the microscopic lagrangian. Fix the more singular
behavior of all these tachyons near the boundary of AdS5 : this amounts to fixing the
relevant deformations, but not the VEV’s. Impose finite temperature in the form of
a black hole horizon. The horizon boundary conditions (12) amount to n more constraints on the solution. Assuming the form (9) for A and h (with B left free, to be
determined in terms of the temperature) amounts to using residual coordinate invariance to fix one boundary condition on A and one on h as r → ∞. In total, if T is
regarded as fixed, there are 2n + 3 constraints. There are 2n + 4 integration constants
of integration in the bulk equations of motion, (7), but the zero-energy constraint (8)
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fixes one. So the boundary value problem is exactly determined: generically there are
solutions with a given temperature T , but only discretely many.9
As T is lowered, there may be phase transitions, both first and second order, corresponding to discontinuities or bifurcations in the space of all finite temperature solutions. Sorting out such finite-temperature phase transitions would be a fascinating
end in itself, which we have only delved into superficially with the prediction that
α = 1/2 at a generic bifurcation. But let us suppose we have gotten past all the phase
transitions, if necessary by switching our control parameter from T to B (see the footnote). As B → 0, the horizon retreats into the singularity, but the scalars’ evolution
is still perfectly determined. In short, black holes of a given temperature impose just
enough boundary conditions to be unique up to discrete choices, and singular Poincaré
solutions which are limits of black holes inherit the same property.
In the case of a single scalar µ, we can offer a definite conjecture regarding the
nature of the condition at the singularity. Assume that µ becomes large and positive
ηµ
in solutions with
q small T (or, more properly, small B), and that V ∼ −e as µ → ∞
for some η < 32/3. Then the Poincaré limit of black hole solutions will have the
form (29) with ζ = η/2. This is a very restrictive
condition: the generic Poincaré
q
invariant solution is of the form (29) with ζ = 8/3. Requiring the exceptional ζ = η/2
behavior amounts to imposing one boundary condition at the curvature singularity. We
conjecture that Poincaré invariant solutions of this kind and only of this kind will have
near-extremal generalizations. This is a much stronger statement than (2), and the
evidence is slimmer. It could be phrased as a weak form of Cosmic Censorship: static
nakedly singular solutions are allowed, but a theory with any thermalizable excitations
will seek out the singularity
with the smallest possible ζ. The smallest possible ζ will
q
always be less than 8/3 for potentials of the form (4).
Unfortunately, there is no solution involving only one scalar where we have a really
clean understanding of the physics on the dual field theory side. However, we have run
numerics to check the “Weak Cosmic Censorship” conjecture of the previous paragraph
for two interesting cases. The first case is a deformation


1
L → L + m2 tr −X12 − X22 − X32 − X42 + 2X52 + 2X62 ,
(62)
2
√
with m2 > 0. The corresponding V goes as −e 2/3µ as µ → ∞ (see [8]). Black hole
solutions appear to exist for any T , and as
q T → 0 one does see a scaling region where
the form (29) indeed appears with ζ = 1/6 to 0.05% accuracy. Not unexpectedly,
the VEV for O2 = tr (−X12 − X22 − X32 − X42 + 2X52 + 2X62 ) diverges as T → 0. The
9

At low temperatures it may become advantageous to use the non-extremality parameter B as a
control variable instead of temperature, since there are probably cases where B is a multiple valued
function of T but not vice versa. B scales as energy density above extremality.
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second case is a deformation by a uniform mass for all three chiral adjoints—the case
studied in section 4.3—but with only the scalar dual to the mass deformation excited,
and not the scalar dual to the gaugino condensate. The scalar evolution is along the
horizontal axis of figure 6(b). One might expect the Poincaré invariant solution to be
only metastable, with a perturbative instability toward forming a gaugino condensate.
In fact the normal modes of linear fluctuations of the supergravity scalar dual to the
condensate do not include tachyons: the Schrodinger equation (58) in that case has
the form of supersymmetric quantum mechanics with Q = ∂z + 3 cot 2z, and the
supersymmetric ground state corresponds to shifting to a neighboring trajectory in the
plane of figure 6(b). Provisionally let us allow this case as a geometry which satisfies all
the constraints we were able to put on solutions which should have field theory duals,
even though the correct vacuum state on the field theory side remains obscure. At the
least the solution is a√candidate for verifying the conjectures of the previous paragraph,
because V (µ) ∼ −e 16/3µ
q and the Poincaré invariant, supersymmetric solution is of
the form (29) with ζ = 4/3. The numerics is somewhat stiffer in this case, but small
q

T solutions reveal scaling regions where ζ = 4/3 can be verified to 3% accuracy.
In light of these qnumerical results, we feel entitled to a speculation regarding the
marginal case ζ = 8/3. This is in some sense the generic case, because if V ∼ −eηµ

with η <
ζ=

q

q

32/3, the generic Poincaré invariant solution is of the form (29) with

8/3, whereas if V ∼ eηµ with η >

q

32/3, the condition (2) rules out all solutions.
q

In the supersymmetric examples in this paper, we encountered ζ = 8/3 twice: once
in a Coulomb branch state of N = 4 gauge theory where the D3-branes were arranged
in a perfect S 3 shell in the transverse dimensions; and again in a Coulomb branch state
of a N = 1 mass deformation which had essentially the same S 3 shell interpretation.
In both cases, the field theory dual makes it clear that the vacuum won’t support finite
temperature. If one does turn on finite temperature at the same time as introducing a
term in the lagrangian of the form (62), then the trajectory may be nearly the same in
the space of scalars, q
but the dependence on proper distance
will be very different near
q
the singularity: ζ = 1/6 in the infrared, rather than 8/3. It is natural to speculate
q

that the generic solutions with ζ = 8/3 are allowed precisely when they correspond
to exploring flat directions in the dual field theory, and that they can never support
finite temperature. This unfortunately tells against some supergravity constructions
which have been claimed to exhibit properties of confinement [72, 73, 74, 19], but the
case for confinement in those examples was less than airtight.
It is particularly easy to show that the geometries of [75, 73], involving only the metric
and the dilaton, cannot support a black hole horizon. The scalar equation of motion
plus the horizon boundary conditions imply that the dilaton is everywhere constant.
The only static black hole geometry involving only the metric and the dilaton is AdS43

q

Schwarzschild. This simple argument is another clue that singularities with ζ = 8/3
cannot support finite T : they have the same scaling as the solutions of [75, 73].
A feature of AdS/CFT which was essential to the proper interpretations of the examples in this paper is that a profile for a given scalar field can indicate either a
deformation of the lagrangian or a VEV for some gauge singlet operator. This dual
role of scalar profiles complicates any attempt to identify the value of a scalar at a given
radius in AdS5 with a coupling in an effective lagrangian for the dynamics at the corresponding scale. We must ask: 1) How do we disentangle the “VEV” part of the scalar
profile from the “deformation” part? 2) Is such a disentanglement really necessary, or
can the effective lagrangian be defined so as to pick out exactly the combination of
VEV and deformation that AdS/CFT prescribes for its effective coupling? The issues
might become clearer if one focused on solutions which are limits of black holes with
prescribed behaviors for the scalar profiles corresponding to deformations of the microscopic lagrangian. The nearly unique specification of vacuum state in these solutions
may simplify the interpretation of the holographic renormalization group proposed in
[22]. For instance, the identification of beta functions with gradients of scalars [76, 22]
seems odd in Coulomb branch states of N = 4 gauge theory, but possibly more natural
for mass deformations in some preferred vacuum. A true acid test for the subject would
be to reproduce some known quantitative features of the field theory RG, such as the
NSVZ exact beta function.
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Appendix
The purpose of this appendix is to remark on brane-world models in which there is
a curvature singularity parallel to the brane on which visible sector matter exists, at
some finite proper distance from it. Such constructions were first considered in the
context of Horava-Witten theory in [77]. They have also appeared as a variant of the
Randall-Sundrum construction (see for instance [78]). Following in the spirit of [79],
it was recently proposed by two Stanford groups [80, 81] that such geometries could
help solve the cosmological constant problem. In this appendix we will consider only
the minimal case where the “Planck brane” is at one end of the spacetime, where gtt is
finite, and the singularity is at the other, where gtt → 0. In the simplest constructions,
where gtt is monotonic, gravity is in some sense localized on the Planck brane (hence
the name). At least in most Horava-Witten theory constructions, the visible sector
fields live on the Planck brane. The singularity then represents (or is resolved by)
hidden sector fields which couple only gravitationally to the visible sector.
A crucial issue, both in the general scheme of [79] and in the specific proposal of
[80, 81], is the boundary conditions at the singularity. At the level of classical fivedimensional gravity, the construction of [80, 81] is a boundary value problem, where
one boundary is the Planck brane and the other boundary is a naked singularity.
Similar analyses have appeared in many places, for example [58, 78, 33]. In [58, 33],
spacetime ends on some orbifold fixed plane before gtt → 0, and boundary conditions
are imposed both there and on the Planck brane. By contrast, in [80, 81], no boundary
conditions are imposed at the singularity where gtt → 0. In [58, 33] (and other similar
treatments) the boundary value problem is sufficiently determined to fix the fourdimensional cosmological constant, and there is no reason for it to be small. In [80, 81],
there are fewer boundary conditions. The boundary value problem is underdetermined
if the four-dimensional cosmological constant is left unspecified; it becomes determined
(up to an multiplicative shift on the warp factor) if one specifies the four-dimensional
cosmological constant. In particular, there do exist solutions with 3 + 1-dimensional
Poincaré invariance.
The issue which falls within the purview of this paper is whether the free boundary
conditions used in [80, 81] are reasonable. Because the solutions there purport to
be at least a toy model for real world physics, they must be able to support finite
temperature. We will interpret this as synonymous with being able to form a black
horizon with finite Hawking temperature close to the singularity, without drastically
changing the rest of the geometry. (Some potential pitfalls of this interpretation have
been discussed in section 6). It is straightforward to show that a horizon is impossible
in classical gravity if the bulk scalar is free, unless in fact the bulk scalar does not vary
at all in the solution. Essentially the relevant observation has already been made in
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Figure 7: The spacetime described by (63). This is not a Penrose diagram: the lightcones tip over as indicated.
section 6, but we will go into slightly more detail here to make the case clear. In order
to have finite temperature, we seek a generalization of the Poincaré invariant solution
of the form
ds2 = e2A(r) (−h(r)dt2 + d~x2 ) + dr 2 /h(r)
(63)
ϕ = ϕ(r)
where h(r) is a function which has a simple zero at r = rH , the black hole horizon.
The temperature is related to h′ (rH ) (see (10)). A sketch of the geometry is presented
in figure 7.
The scalar equation of motion is (by assumption) ϕ = 0: explicitly,
e−4A ∂r e4A h∂r ϕ = 0 .

(64)

The geometry and the scalars should be perfectly regular at the horizon: an infalling
observer must not notice anything special as he crosses through it. Thus in particular
ϕ′ and e4A are finite at the horizon (as usual, primes denote derivatives with respect
to r). So e4A hϕ′ = 0 at r = rH . In view of (64), e4A hϕ′ = 0 everywhere. This
is only possibility if ϕ is in fact constant. Thus the original singular geometry of
[80, 81], supported by a free scalar in the bulk, cannot be recovered as a limit of finite
temperature black hole solutions. In [80], an intuitive picture of a “mechanism” by
which the four-dimensional cosmological constant could be tuned to zero was presented
in terms of a conserved current associated with the shift symmetry φ → φ + δφ which.
The current in some sense carries off visible sector vacuum energy into the bulk. This
is an appealing picture, but in a geometry of the form (63) the current has the form
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J r = e4A h∂r ϕ, which vanishes at the horizon and therefore throughout the geometry.10
We now wish to contemplate some variations on the basic Stanford proposal, still in
the general framework of [79]. First, it is straightforward to work with any number of
scalars with any bulk potential V (~
ϕ) which can be written in the form
∂W
∂ϕ
~

1
V (~
ϕ) =
8

!2

1
ϕ )2 .
− W (~
3

(65)

Then a bulk geometry with 3 + 1-dimensional Poincaré invariance can be generated
from the first order equations (5), and it is possible that the naked singularities that
generically arise can be obtained as limits of finite temperature black hole solutions
provided V is bounded above. Let us assume a Planck brane action of the form
Sbrane = −

Z

d4 ξ

√

g(induced) λPl (~
ϕ) .

(66)

The equations of motion that determine the possible embeddings of the Planck brane
in the bulk geometry are
(induced)

θij − θgij

(induced)

= λPl (~
ϕ)gij
1 ∂λPl
.
∂n ϕ
~=
2 ∂ϕ
~

(67)

(induced)

Here θij is the extrinsic curvature of the Planck brane, θ is its trace, gij
is the
induced metric, and ∂n is the normal derivative at the Planck brane. Equation (67)
admits a solution where the induced metric is flat precisely if ±λPl (~
ϕ) is tangent to
the W (~
ϕ) used to generate the bulk geometry. Essentially this condition was obtained
in [33].
The generalization of [80] is to demand that W (~
ϕ) = ±λPl (~
ϕ) identically solves (65).
When V (ϕ) = 0 for a single scalar ϕ, this reduces to the special exponential λPl (ϕ)
considered explicitly in [80]. In Horava-Witten theory compactified on a Calabi-Yau
manifold, with some embedding of the spin connection in one E8 , the tensions of
the two ends of the universe do coincide, as functions of the Kahler moduli, with
an appropriately defined bulk superpotential. This seeming coincidence is a result of
supersymmetry. The corresponding no-force condition indeed guarantees the existence
of solutions with 3 + 1-dimensional Poincaré invariance. But it seems implausible that
the tension of an end-of-the-universe brane after supersymmetry breaking would solve
the equation (65) identically.
The generalization of [81] is to demand only that W (~
ϕ) and ±λPl (~
ϕ) are tangent
at some point. This requires exactly one fine-tuning if W (~
ϕ) is regarded as a fixed
10

I thank M. Peskin and R. Sundrum for comments on this point.
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function of ϕ
~ . If there are n scalars, then there is an n-parameter family of solutions
to (65). If those n parameters are left free, then there is an (n − 1)-parameter family of
solutions with 3+1-dimensional Poincaré invariance both in the bulk and on the brane.
Thus one “postpones” the cosmological constant problem from a single fine-tuning of
the parameters of the theory to a single fine-tuning to the actual state of the universe
(specified in this case by a choice of integration constants for (67)). It is not clear that
there is any dynamical adjustment mechanism to push the universe toward a flat-space
solution. (The current mentioned after (64) is only conserved in the case of a constant
potential for some scalar).
On one hand, we should note that the conjecture (2), the fluctuation analysis in
section 5, and the examples in sections 3.2 and 4 all point toward conditions at curvature singularities which take the form of inequalities rather than equalities. If this is
the true state of affairs, and not just an indication of flat directions in the dual field
theory or of an insufficiently precise understanding of the microscopic physics at the
singularities, then the Stanford construction, as well as variations of it in the spirit of
[79], are probably tenable. The only remaining proviso is that there is not in general
a clear mechanism for preferring nearly flat solutions above all others.
On the other hand, if we believe that the bulk geometry should be the limit of a black
hole solution (which seems particularly reasonable in a cosmological context, where the
current state of the universe was arrived at through a long cooling process from very
hot initial conditions), then the natural expectation is that boundary conditions at the
naked singularity are inherited from its near-extremal generalizations. For instance, in
the case of a free bulk scalar, the boundary condition in a static black hole geometry can
be phrased as zero shift current across the horizon. Imposing this condition on naked
singularities caused by a divergence in the bulk scalar simply rules out the existence of
static singular solutions. At best these singularities could appear as transient states,
probably with a lifetime comparable to the five-dimensional Planck time.
The construction of [78] is an excellent illustration of points we have argued. The
singularity is of exactly the same q
type as the ones in [80, 81]. In our language, the
singularity is characterized by ζ = 8/3. The only difference between [78] and [80, 81]
is that in [78] there is a potential for the bulk scalar which goes to −∞ at the singularity.
The physics is transparent if we are willing to take the view that the bulk represents
a cutoff quantum field theory, coupled to gravity by the existence of the Planck brane
[82]. The bulk is precisely the five-dimensional representation of a state on the Coulomb
branch of N = 4 gauge theory, corresponding to a ten-dimensional geometry where
the D3-branes are arranged in an S 3 shell. This is a state which seems obviously
incapable of supporting finite temperature. Because of the bulk potential, one might
hope that the arguments following (64) have no force and that there are near-extremal
generalizations. This is in fact one of the cases which we studied numerically (see
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discussion following (62)), with the conclusion that there
are near-extremal geometries,
q
but their extremal limit is a singularity with ζ = 1/6. The non-generic value of ζ
amounts to having precisely one boundary condition at the singularity, which is bad
news because the problem of fitting a flat Planck brane to the bulk geometry is once
again fine-tuned by one real parameter!
According to what was referred to the “Weak Cosmic Censorship” conjecture in
section 6, the situation of the previous paragraph is q
generic. If weak cosmic censorship
is right, then singularities of the form (29) with ζ ≥ 8/3 cannot be obtained as limits
of regular black holes. This seems like only a slightly
stronger statement than what we
q
proved in sections 3.1 and 3.3, but in fact ζ = 8/3 is both a hard case to settle and a
common one in examples. Our evidence for ruling it out is 1) numerics on two examples,
2) the calculations following (64), and 3) the field theory intuition of the previous
paragraph.qThis is not an airtight case. However, the conjecture that singularities
with ζ ≥ 8/3 do not admit near-extremal generalizations is mathematically wellposed and capable of proof or disproof.
From the point of view of a boundary value problem, the boundary conditions at
the Planck brane, (67), have essentially the same character as the boundary conditions
at the true boundary of AdS5 that correspond to fixing the microscopic lagrangian.
Replacing the naked singularity either with a negative tension brane or with a black hole
horizon imposes enough boundary conditions to completely determine the boundary
value problem. The cosmological constant is not free, but fixed, and it still seems
accidental that its value in four-dimensional Planck units is as small as 10−120 . Going
on the AdS/CFT intuition that the naked singularity represents interesting infrared
dynamics of a quantum field theory, it seems obvious that supersymmetry breaking
should induce a positive cosmological constant. It would be fascinating if this intuition
were somehow wrong, and if the naked singularity could be somehow associated with
a breaking of supersymmetry that does not lead to a four-dimensional cosmological
constant. To realize this hope in a convincing and coherent model would require some
new ideas.
Constructions such as those in [80, 81], and near-extremal generalizations of them are
nevertheless interesting. If the Planck brane’s properties can somehow be fine-tuned
so that a flat solution can be obtained, then black hole generalizations of the Poincaré
invariant solution allow one to obtain interesting spatially flat FRW metrics. The mass
density above extremality of the black hole will make a contribution to (ȧ/a)2 in the
Friedmann equation. This was demonstrated in detail in [82] for the case of an AdS5
bulk, and has been considered in more generality in [83, 84, 85, 86, 87]. The black hole
geometry represents hidden sector degrees of freedom at finite temperature.
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